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will receive prompt attention.

he gasped, in concern and alarm, ‘ My known far and near as the formidable Miss replied, slacking speed slightly, and glanc made among her friends throughout the!
[ FroraJourRegular Correspondent. >
Mopers, while her elder, Abby, a gentle, ing with one twinkling eye over his should town, but no one had seen her. Evening
precious child, are you hurt? 11
Our European Letter.
“ Oh no. indeed, papa/’ cried Clorinda timid creature, was never seen beyond the er at the occupant of the back seat—“speak came—not n word. After a night of such
___
limits
of
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If
anything
away,
while
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baste
goes
aisy
for
ye."
springing up with the alacrity of a bird,
anxiety and painful suspense as made its
For the Rockland Gazette.
“ The truth is, Dennis,” explained the long hours seem unendurable, there came
pal ting the old gentleman re-assuringly on went wrong in the neighborhood. Miss
L o n d o n , E n g , Jan. filst, 1881.
the shoulder, picking up ihe dropped folio Moper’s sharp eyes saw, Miss Moper’s rich voice, eagerly, “ I am not a house at morning a telegram from the nearest
AN 0LI) SONG.
Many years have passed since we have THE BALDWIN A P P L E —HAS IT
in a twinkling, and restoring it lo its exact sharp nose scented, and Miss Moper’s sharp maid. It is all a joke about going to en seaport:
h:ul jn London a frost so severe as the presBELLA D. IIIXON.
d e t e r io r a t e d :
place on the book-shelf—“ oh no, papa; I’m tongue attacked. “ Small animals,” it is gage a place with Miss Mopers. I am my
“f - ^ r e are old records, no doubt,
| only iD the fourth act of a tragedy—dear said, “ are audacious.” But one could self Miss Clorinda Bell. Drive mo to my
’Tis only a strain of nn old, old song—
1ST CHARLES C. ATKINS.
Mr. Deerinsr’s delightful, original tragedy. hardly believe that such a whiff of a wom father’s house—to I)r. JRell’s, on Lotus you, and remain abroad a year. Trusting liv that w“ icn tell us strange tales. In 18iio, in
A sweet little ballad, tender and gay;
time von will become reconciled to our marriage. lgfiO, and again in 1874, the weather was,
A R E SELLING
The Fatal Key. It locks, but can not nn- an could raise such a whirl as Miss Avenue.”
But my heart Is thrilled with a sudden pain—
And so our friend Atherton acknowledges
Rapture and pain for a long vanished day.
Dennis gave an nudiablc snort of trum
1lock; the heroine dies from the relentless Mopers had been more than once known
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his inability to solve at once the problem of
iieoige 1dements was a hopeless scape,
,
..
holt. I was about lo die as you came in to raise in the community of which she was pet-like “ uncertain sound ” before he an
S IP L E IsT ID IID
Just a careless strain by a whistling boy—
swered, gravely: “ I ’m sorry for you miss grace, the detestation of tho town. Rosi- oxtremelJ severe. On Thursday night bust tho deterioration of tile Baldwin apple! I
and interrupted me, papa. But never a member.
Yet, ah, for the memories thronging wild,
“ For peace’s sake, sister Jane," Miss —include I nni; and I b’Nve in my heart na’s attachment to him had never been sus- ^10 mercury at the receiving House of the am glad to hear it. I am glad to know that
mind: I can put it ofl’ till some other time,
White Ash Egg aiul Broken,
Of country paths 'nrath a radiant sky—
this isn’t you, miss, at all, at nil. Rut I peeled. On tho contrary, her engagement Humane Society in Hyde Park fell to seV- there is a man of so great experience, who
and Mr. Peering wants you to help him in Abby was saying.
Of a happy, laughing, innocent child!
White Asli Stove, and
the concoction of his fifth act. dear papa.1* “ Not at all. It is a crying evil, and it must be afther mindin’ my misthress; and to Krank Deering was the accepted fact : ! enteen degrees, and on Friday night it re<r. wields such a leady pen, who is yet so can
To-day a woman, grey, saddened and old,
becomes my duty to exposoand expung—” ardors is arders. miss.”
and tho wedding cards had been received
. ,
,
.J
° did and so discreet as to admit that there
“
May
T—consult
yon—about—our
play.
Franklin Coal
Deep In my heart there’s a passionate dream,
, degrees, or twenty degrees arc some things that he cannot tell us. That
“ Rut listen; let me speak to you, please.” With congratulations, and confidence in her . fred
Dr. Roll?” stammered Peering, quite em And here Miss Jane was interrupted by the
Of a summer sky, of a woodland path,
dismissed house-maid, who had beeu all day Tho man had given a sharp crack of his secure happiness.
i ° ‘ ' rost'
low a temperature, we are is the right spirit. Such a man is likely to
barrassed
in
being
forced
to
ask
assistance,
AT TFIK VERY LOWEST TRICES.
Of a singing child by a babbling stream.
whip, which sent Pete lurching half way
This heartless elopement filled everyone i told, has not been recorded nt the Receiv- have his eyes open for all phenomena bear
which he had not cherished the remotest packing her trunk for departure.
£ 9 * Ord«*r« promptly filled, and coal delivered.
“ The new girl, mum. Come after the across the road, and sped him into a brok with astonishment and lament. Tile wrong- ing House for many vears, nor is there re- ing on the question he is interested in, to
intention to sock, but recovering himself
look squarely and fairly at what he sees—
en
canter,
place,
mum.”
.
with
good
grace,
and
rising
to
draw
near
a
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Rankin Block, Main St.
—no prejudiced squint—and to candidly
“ Show her in,” said Miss Jane. “And,
“ Arders isardes, miss, and my misthress
chair for the learned and abstruse old gen
BY y.LLA WnEF.I.UR.
tleman, of whom ho was immensely fond. Abby,” she added, turning peremptorily to expicts me to do her bidddin’,” Dennis re ing to list on to his expressions of grief, so nlane Society so rapid a formation of ieo as weigli all the evidence before lie reaches a
her sister, “ have no relcntings, I beg of peated, doggedly, jerking now this rein fall of tenderness for his child, and o f: that which has occurred within the past few conclusion. Such a spirit is indispensable
And meantime Clorinda escaped.
ORDERS BY TELEPHONE Wealth mid glory honor and power—
What are they worth to me or you ?
Late that afternoon, when the declining you. toward this applicant. Let me en and now that, while poor bewildered Pete blame for himself. In his self-accusation— days. The Metropolis was visited on Tues* to tlie experimenter, and without tho ex
May be left nt the store of W . H . HARRING TON,
perimenter wo shall have no progress in
dashed on drearily.
For the lease of life runs out In nil hour.
' sun sent Ion/? .slants of summer light tire her.”
Snnft'ord Block. 257 M ain St.,and will be prompt*
And death stands ready to claim Ills due.
“ filled. If you want to order or talk about Coal <
^
- SnTOWst0; m of almost nnox.uApled any direction.
The applicant for t he place of general
T»ie giii became now really frightened
through the garden walks, two couples.up*
Wood, step in and use the Telephone.
Bounding honors and heaps of gold —
Now this question of tlie deterioration of
parently in deep consultation, were saunter house-maid in the establishment of Miss and in anguish. As they approached the bitterly did he bewail his unfitness to rear i 3e' eu,J* It in:id(T traffic in the streets
Jan. 1,1881.
What are they all when all is told?
entrance to Main street she seemed to lose his offspring aright, that he even blamed no:lI’ly impossible, and business was goner tho Baldwin apple, is one that I have pro
ing slowly through paths divided from each Mopers entered.
“ Take a chair,” said Miss Abby.
other by t hick shrubberies and full-blown
hor self-posse don, and, as if distracted, she j himself for having married, when p ast, ally suspended. Some trains in the imme- posed toattempttosolve.I hope I shall attack
A pain ora pleasure, a smile or a tear—
“ Stand where you are,” said Miss Jane, ioosened her apron, took it off, and threw ; middle life, tile lovely young creature who diate vicinity were snowed nn and those it in a proper spirit, and shall succeed in
flower beds, so that the eager conversations
What does it matter which we claim?
f t ™ * 5
shaking oft" old prejudices. I have already
“ so that I may see you distinctly.”
were held in strict seclusion.
it into the road, then, trembling violently, j adored him, the motherof his girls, and the
’
’
For we step from the cradle into the bier,
The girl stood where she was—a strongly she begtin to UBbutton her shoes. She was 1'being whose devotion had been the one which continued to run were greatly de put myself on record asfavoring these view?,
In one of these couples the conspiin nt
And a careless world goes on the same,
layed. The full violence of tile gale was first, that the stock on which a scion is set
great Itppiness of his life.
flours of gladness, or hours of sorrow—
figure was Clorinda: she had her arm built creature, rather inclining to luxurious premeditating a leap from the wagon.
5, Respectfully rail the attention of the public to B
What will it be to ns to-morrow?
around her favorite companion, and was contour of figure, but with that grace dis
A gentleman was walking by the wayHis condition became so deplorable that experienced in Berkshire, Warickshire, influences for good or bad, in varying de
tl] the fart that it is the Iart chance to procure (J
j evidently pleading with her strenuous]}* erectly disguised by an ill-fitting starched ; side, musingly, with a book in his hand his physician was called in; and it was late and as far as Cumberland; whilst around grees, the scion and its fruit; second, that
Troth of love, or vow of friend,
the Baldwin apple has deteriorated; third,
against a decided opposition.
calico gown : and with a face which would i His attention was suddenly arrested by evening when, under the influence of opi
1 LAR G E PHOTOGRAPHS, j
Tender caresses or cruel sneers—
; “ Rut. Mollie dear, just this once; ’twill certainly have owned tile fatal gift of beau sharp cries of distress. lie saw a wagon ates. ite fell into a troubled sleep. Clorinda tile Welsh and Devonshire coasts the storm that uncongenial stocks have caused such
What do they matter to us in the end?
2; F inished in In k , P astel and Crayon, a t X
deterioration.
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driving rapidly toward him, with tile driver
For the brief day dies, and the long night nears.
jt' I shall continue in the business tills winter, and (?
make a capital little house-maid, and it just head, a crooked posture of the mouth, and bent forward excitedly, and a female fig hers, when Griseldacame, worn with weep highjwind. with snow, in the north of Scot- be candid enough to give equal weight to
Passionate kisses or tears of gall—
it those wanting large pictures will do well to call, ft
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: and I will give them E xtra W ork at Satis - t
I land, tlie hurricane seems to have been less my former views. Without
suchhope. it
” You want a place, do you?” asked Miss heard distinctly on approach, and. “ Oil,
that, Miss Mopers wants one. Oh, what
“ Cloe, Frank Deering has come ;1 you
,,,
3 factory P rices.
B
Homeless vagrant, or honored guest,
would be useless for me to consider the
•
P hotographs m ade from life. Also J;
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sharply.
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what
can
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not
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fun!
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never
been
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Mr.
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!
I
am
be
Poor and humble, or rich and great,
' *-*— - -opied, m aking them ffi
question.
“
Everything,
marni.
Everything
as
is
nerve
for
the
ordeal.”
J
he
question
is
constantly
asked,
wiiethfor any of our jokes—very near it. I know,
ing run away with. Help me quick ! ”
All are racked with the world's unrest.
Now some of the experiments that I prea
but not real trouble. Come, now, Mollie. expected of a „girl of .gineral character: He recognized the voice, and without
Ciorinda stooping first to kiss the pale j er there is any present sign of a break up
All must meet with the common laic.
j
DIRECT SOLAR PRIKTIH6 FOR THE TRADE.
g
just this once.”
scrub, bake, sweep,wash dishes,do up linen, hesitation sprang to the horse's head, and hand which she dropped gently upon the j of the Ministry? There is little doubt that a pose to myself, though t he scheme is not
Life from childhood till we are old—
Artists wishing Photographs on P ap er or j;|
thoroughly worked out, are in the rough as
“ I would, Cloe, if mamma hail not ex make pies and cake, clean windows wait on | seized tile reins at the hit.
still sobbing breast of the sleeper, went as nroep«a nt .it-;-,.- ,•
Wliatds it all when all is told?
X Canvas will be furnished with good work at R
pressly forbidden. She says these practical table, do plain sewing atween times,run on “ I’ll howid him, sir,” said Dennis. “ Xiv- she was entreated. She found Mr. Deer- .pio“ 3~ ot_ disintegration is going on. and follows: First, to create a specimen Bald*
® trade prices.
0
in the library. He had flung himself J ln “le opinion of many leading Liberal win orchard, by gathering scions from the
jokes must always he played judiciously, irrands, kill chickens, scour silver, polish ]er fare; I'm not running away with the
•j SOLAR ROOMS, 340 M ain S t., R ockland |
............................
and among our intimate friends. Now mahogany.”
young lady. I’ll howid Pate and explain into
ito “tho arm-chair
by the table, and his members it is not impossible that they may original home of the Baldwin, as near as
head
Miss
Mopers
is
not
our
intimate
friend."
Can
you
boil
potatoes?”
asked
Miss
1
the
matther
to
your
satisfaction
intirely.”
ead was bowed upon his folded arms. He | all be “ out ” by Easter. Should this pre- may be to the original tree, and from many
N O T I C E .
“ Xo. I hope not.” said Clorinda. with a Jane, witheringly.
Frank Deering caught in his arms the ! ‘li*1
look up
■; A chance seldom offered. Any young man with
Hl not
not.look
up when she entered, nor move | diction be verified, however, the prospect other localities, especially from such tret a
as present considerable divergence from the
ft taste for the art that would like to learn the whole j:,
“ That I can, inarm, in a jiffy, out of a ■girl, who sprang from the wagon. “ Clo- when she came near,
laugh so genuine, so uncontrollably careless
T business, golar work and all kinds of finish, will R
“ Can I do anything for you ? ” site asked 13 not cl,euring. No doubt there would be ordinary type of Maine Baldwins, graft
and full of fun. no one could have given it jacket or in a jacket; b’iling praters is my ! rinda ! ” he gasped; hut she answered not.
2 do well to call for information.
0
these upon stocks of uniform character,
who bad known any thing of life beyond rousin' ambition nixt to not having an ia- Her trembling limbs sank beneatli Iter; she V0!’y softly.
another
appeal
to
the
country,
in
which
f„11 I__ :i
..
.
..-nt
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M c L O O N , A r tis t.
its childish relish and freshest sense of in- tum of dust on the tops of door-sills, or the fell
heavily against his protecting arm; Iter
“ There is nothing tobedone,” he a n - ; case it is probable that the Cnnsewntivoo give them uniform treatment, and see
whether their fruit is all alike or whether
head dropped lifelessly on his shoulder. ' swered, his face stili hidden. And she wou]j w:n . om
.
n ,
.
“ Clorinda, go away. Please go away. n^centsport. “ No. that ancient creature slats of chairs, or tlte corners of carpets.”
Miss Jane's expression of countenance, cy Clorinda had fainted.
heard him moan to himself: “ Oh, how can I
'"
°
°ther lland' it varies: second, to select some large tree
A small request I make, and the onlv one
7an,ty and vexation of spirit is not our
Dennis, flinging the reins upon the hack 1 lje;u' this ?—how can I ever hear this ? ” 1t!'e seat3 'v^lc^ were not won by Conserva- bearing fruit very unlike the Baldwin, and
I ever make of you. Small. I mean, as a ,nt,mate friend. Mollie, your mother did nical at first, was gradually relaxing. “ I
favor for you to grant; immense, I confess, not °kject to this particular hit of enjoy- may have found a treasure,” was the com of Pete, who was by no means a danger- He arose and paced tlte room for some tives would most likely be won by ultra graft its branches with Baldwin scions, one
ment of her soul. Immediately, however, oils animal, and always sure to stand, has’I’011 l,e resumed tlte position in Radicals. Tlte Conservatives would not he branch each year, taking my scions each
as a favor for me to receive. Keep yourself raen;’ ,, s ,.
---- •' DEALER IX ;----time from those set the year before in the
which she had found him. All the while
absent. Why can you not? T js all I , , e
rather dif- she clouded again, ns site asked, with her tened to give assistance and to explain.
rasping
voice,
“
What
company
do
you
"
I
am
dying,”
murmured
poor
little
Clo3\lu
forbore
to utter a word, or to look at I
, °
1,1 Powcr. and nc same tree. Huts securing a cumulative ef
-gu r
Intently—Clorinda sarguments always had
rinda. It was her first experience of the ['ll3 face. Now she drew a chair near him, ' touul therefore have another Liberal Min- fect from tlie stock, and see after many such
You don't love me. then, Mr. Peer- ;l sJ:,nger|j g effect- “ for she does not know keep?”
•• Xo company in tlte world, inarm, and womanly accomplishment of a veritable Ian|l remained long by his side in silence, j'3tlT with a stronger Radical element in it successive engraitings if the fruit of the
ing?” said Clorinda, a rosy, roguish school ° . . \ p lu
she rallied quickly- “ the
C e m e n t, S a n d , H a ir , e tc .
girl, redolent of the combined charms of Pn n ciplc is the same.^ If l asked her, she on no terms whatsomever. I never had a dead swoon, from which the •• coming to ” ,iust speaking at last to tell him of arrange- ■titan the one now existing This is tlte de latest varies from that of the tree from which
O F FIC E —378 M ain, Foot of Pleaxant St.
the original scions were taken. Tlie latter
feller
in my life, and I wouldn't have a fel- i is painful.
inents that had been made for his possible i l i h n r n t o
__ _ _ °
.
would
say
*Xo:’
and
if
I
did
it
without
^;l*v .‘
YARD—Snow’s W harl, W a ter S t.,R o ck lan d infancy and womanhood, dashed with a : w?j
“ I will not let you die, my child,” said 1refreshment after his journey, and for his j .
f
' - PI0,mnent: mem- experiment I hope to repeat with several
decided blemish ofsaucy scorn. She stood 1ris*!n® " er’ 11 ould be deceiving her; ler if I could. I’m just set ou my work
.Tan. 1, 81.
varieties.
day in and day out, and not another thought Dec-ring, who was kneeling beside her, his I sp ad in g the night. Then she arose and 0er3
4 arliament.
in the doorway of a prettily furnished li that’s all.*’
I am uow just upon the point of planting
“ I would not have you deceive her," in my head;and as to victuals, I don't care faca bending over her with ineffable benev-, "'ith her hand just gently touching h is 1 I will give an extract from a letter just
brary, at whose centre table, strewn with
out tho trees for the specimen orchard. I
pamphlets and papers, Frank Peering, a said Clorinda,with earnestness and warmth. for victuals so long as I haspurridge what olence.and his hand gently laving her fore- shoulder, said, “ good-night.”received by me from a prominent member
have
a large number of homegrown North
“
for
the
world.
I
would
not
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I
was
brought
lip
on,
and
my
mush
and
my
head
and
lips
with
the
water
Dennis
had
I
”
Are
you
going,
Clorinda
?
”
young man just graduated from college,
If I thought I could comfort you." site ° f th® L:' mI
wl»ich shows which ern Spy trees which I am going to devote
brought in his cap from a stream in an ad
Vou don't love me, " nd"
circumstances. Oh no dear molassis.”
was busily writing,
answered, stung with compassion, “ I 'vay the wind blows and the view that the to this object, and shall plant them out this
Miss Abby winced slightly at this last jacent meadow,
then. Mr. Peering? Oh I thought vou Mollie! If I had a mother. I would tell
D *
her every thing—rccri/ thiny. If my own stroke of perfection, for “ mush and molas“ She'll be all right now. s ir,' said Den- would stay. But well I know that I can j majority of Irishmen take of the present spring. I am just now collecting scions,
did.”
“ Yon complimented me too highly. Miss dea!"’ keantifiil mamma had lived you ses.” Miss Jane’s favorite idea of a working nis. much relieved from apprehension as lie not. Love is a terrible tiling, that a man and future state of their country “ There and will be greatly obliged to any of your
diet,
had
been
notoriously
a
vexed
question
saw.
upon the deadly paleness beneatli tlte can never never get over. And you loved ; is nothing talked of now hut the land readers who have Baldwin trees bearing
Bell. You thought I was a good man, and oan, 1
Ilm' ,°^ea } 0I'^ “* lal picture,
.
1 lue J^anu fruit of remarkable quality either very good
loved my enemies? Well, I do—at a dis- an,l "'isk I coul.l call her hack, l need her between that lady and her hoasemaids. But tawny complexion, which drops of water Losina, and she is gone. I must go too, I T
tance. Or at least I have sufficient virtue
■ slit- would have been my friend Miss Jane fairly beamed upon the giri. j were fast washing away, faint blush tints for I can not take her place to make you | ^ ea2ae» powers, and the prosecutions at or very bad, (always providing they are
sure that tlie tree is Baldw in) if they will
glad
again:
I
can
not
say,
as
my
heart
diepresent
going
on.
The
general
feelinD
“
At
last.
I
believe,
I
jhave
found
a
treas-!
beginning
to
rally.
“
And
it's
only
a
joke
to West.—the distance. There! you have ! !sf aru , l
always. Papa says I
D E A L E R S IN
scattered nil my papers.”
■look like h er: that is one reason, I think, ure,” she thought, with a gushing sensation nbout the judge. My orders was slhrictiy tutes—indeed it does, dear Mr. Deering— that there will be no conviction. This (the drop me a [card at Rucksport and let me
arrange to receive scions from them. Of
something
soothing
ami
consoling.
If
I
long
unknown
to
her
stony
breast.
to
drive
the
young
lady
round
pretty
A gust of wind had come from the open taat
13 so ajru 1 *,ul- 1 *'° D°t see *lle l>keLand League), has grown into a gigantic course I care most about scions of those
” Where was your last place?” she asked. shmartly, and dhrop her at hor own door, thought I could, I would stay."
To me site looks like an angel—an
Coal, Wood, Hay, Straw,
trades-union in land, and it is expected that that are very good, since I hope to reap
lie
raised
his
head
from
its
bowed
pos
“
Willi
Mrs.
Bogus,
in
Notown.”
answer
with
Miss
Mopers’
hist
compliments,
and
angel!
And
I
wish
for
Iter
every
day
of
past Clorinda into the library, strewing the
Lime, Hair, Cement, Saw carpet
my life. For I can't confide in C rise Ida, ed the girl, glibly, pronouncing the name this note and handkerchief to Dr. Bell." ture. and looked at the girl who stood be the breeches |»cket (the seat of an [Eng another benefit for myself and the public
with manuscript sheets.
from this specimen orchard, namely—an
And all your ideas? What a pity! I or go to her for tbeslightest sympathy. She of the adjacent township with a pronuncia And Dennis drew tile handkerchief from fore him. i’ity, sympathy, tender, yes. lishman s conscience) will coralline every opportunity to select from among a great
dust, Charcoal, &c.
don’t see them, or I would help you pick is completely wrapped up in her correspond tion that might pass as provincial. “ Mrs. his vest with tlte flourish of a professor of tenderest emotion, shone in her tearfnl, man, North, South, East and West in it, anti
H a v e R e m o v e d t h e ir O ffic e to hem up. What a shame, now, that Rosina ence and her hooks. Site is actually pre Bogus brought me up and trained me up, legerdemain, and a three-cornered note earnest face—her womanly, childlike, that their demands will be simply irresisti- many excellent Baldwins, the very best, if
there be any variation among them, for
is not here to gather: they are just what paring poems for tlte press: and she is al and I have her rieommind in my pocket.” from J.- ns to the doctor, returning his datigh- warm, and truthful face. He saw through 1hie. It will take a regiment of soldiers and propagation and dissemination.
N o . 4 , P a r k S t . , n e a r M ain ,
“ Dive the recommendation to my sis- j ter, with indignant and cautionary fears it into her guileless soul—saw with a man'
ways quoting Bacon and Dryden and Dar
she wants—ideas.”
fill orders for any of the
A man’s life is rather short for these pur
...r.”
said
Miss
Jane.
“
She
has
Iter
glasses
for
her
future.
juick
perception
its
licit
unconscious
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to
serve
a
process
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a
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win
and
Popo,
and
tlte
rest
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old
Clorinda Bell!” said Frank Deeting.
res. All onr wood is kept
above article
poses, lint I do not despair of reaching
under cover, and anyone w mting good diy wood can with a|tlirealening gesture not altogether pokes. And as for Rosina, site is wrapped on." “ Mrs. Bogus,” she thought, “is prob- j Mr. Deering saw neither mouchoir not hiiities of true aflection tlm depths ye: tenant under the present organization and
, 1 ...
® .
’ . ni some conclusions of value before I am laid
in romance: always in loc>—a tiling I de ably an ornament to her sex. an exception billet. His whole attention was given to unstirred and unblemished m tlmt innocent,
be supplied at short notice.
playful.
“
If
I
wen:
only
your
brother!”
FRED R. SPEAR & CO.
test. Of course I can not consult iter; site to the unhappy rule—a disciplinarian, in the interesting object before hint. Never nat ure, lie saw not his tease, his torment, | 80 t le anc^ 01c‘s W,1‘ ho forced into a just under the sod.—Hume Farm.
X. B. We have a small lot of CROCKERY, He hastily placed a paper-weight upon a
GLASS W A RE, CHAND ELIER S, FLOW ER fluttering pile of manuscript, and proceed is not compos-mtintis, according to my idea fact. Nothing but work, and plenty of that before had he been placed in tlte romantic his pest, of a past midsummer, hut his ( settlement. Serve them right! They have
POTS, etc., which will he sold regardless of cost. 119 ed to collect the papers strewn on the of compos-mentisism, and no one who is in —variety in unity—my own idea of domes position of a chivairic knight succoring a friend, his comforter, his—“ Clorinda/’ he had their day, and have used their power
Applying Manure.
love. No, Mollie; you are my darling tic training. No company! Simple, inex forlorn maiden, and tile situation struck his 3l d7 “" d kis voice took, in that hour of his i without mercy. There must he a settlefloor.
great sorrow, a tenderness, a depth of heart
. ...
. . .
Which you are not. and I don’t think friend, and, next to papa, my truly, only, pensive nutriment! I know Mrs. Bogus.” fancy, and, indeed, moved his heart.
At a meeting of the Woodstock, Conn.,
lone, that in all his love-making it had [UPnt wkich will give hxity of tenure at a
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not
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"
I
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Clorinda,pathet
ever will be, although I know you have
Farmer’s Club, reported by the Sonthbridge
that benevolent intention. By-thc-way. wrong for the world. But—but I shall go show her recommendation to Miss Abby, ically, clasping his hand with tile genuine : never, neve taken before—“ Clorinda. *,,'r Lving rent. ’ The writer then goes on Journal, Mr. C. II. May claimed that it is
lO R IiE X T , tin ommodions and conwho, instead of immediately looking at that penitence and appealing confidence of a | stay.”—Jfiti-pcr'i Weekly,
to say:—“ We have fiOO,000 tenants, and better to apply manure in tlie fall and win
. So. 17 M iddle St., Mr. Deering, how do cherries taste when to Miss Moper’s myself, all alone. I can’t
stared
with
a
sort
of
pitying
interest
at
the
little child. “ Please don’t let dear papa
staining 10 Rooms, with ample closets, they’re eaten in half,in n honeysuckle arbor, give it up, now it is all planned, and my
—~
--------------j the keeping hack of an average of £10 from
ter to land to lie planted the following year
____
‘pair.
all just put in thorough
costume ready, and too good a joke to stolid young face.
know it; don’t let any one know it, Mr.
U eep ip t fo r M aking a Live T o w n . , t bo kmdlords will mean thet £ t;,o o o ,o o o per than to wait till spring, as belter results
plastered, painted and papered, Good, dry, cemented out of a Satsuma platter held upon a young love.’’
As she crossed the room, something Deering.”
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drainage. lady's silk apron?'’
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I.., iwith perfect
.
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more
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And here tlte two girls turned the corner white, disturbed by the act of removing the
This was all that happened. Dennis was
Ohickawaukie water in house. Good stable and fihi*d,
Frank Deering, coloring slightly,|hul not
of the finest lots in the city, 120 by 102 feet,
1. Sell your bnildin lots at reasonable business purposes; and this, with profits be considerably less.
deigning to reply, seated himself deliberate of the oleander path that led by a circuitous folded paper, dropped from tile pocket of relieved of responsibility when tlte evidence prices
Mr. Morse said lie believed the best time
ith large number of fruit trees, good
t in the <
and interest in ton years would amount to to apply manure is when it can he done the
Th property is on the h
ly at the table again, and resumed his writ route past tlte conservatory to the favorite this model maid of a general character, and accusation had passed into the hands
is. i’ossessii
2. If you can nfl’ord to do so. donate a
,
be let’t
afternoon piazza of tlte pleasant old fash and Miss Jane arose stealthily and lifted it; of “ a friend of the family," and he was
ing.
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________
______
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talk
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to
' APPLY AT THIS OFFICE,
Never mind. I only asked ‘ for infor
Mr. Towne had experimented by draw
It was a cambric handkerchief of most crous" that it was” sufficient!''if”need be.To ' Prisp aml thereby enhance the value of your j tion s flUure extremely prosperous. The ing half his manure for a corn field in tho
lockland, Jan. 20,1861.
8tf
mation.' I am going, lint first let me see othertopics—multitudinous topics that were
Irish land question lias assumed propor- fall, and spreading it, and leaving the oth
the name of your play. I ’ll shut the door to these enthusiastic school-girls ever vital delicate texture. She took it to the win keep his mouth shut for a century, after lie town property. ^
dow to examine. It had a border of laco, had once opened it, in astonishment at his ! “• Induce business men to locate in your j t|ons w|^;c(j nobody anticipated. Though er half of the Held to he manured in the
while I look.-’ He had made a slight ges and fresh.
.
.
®
Meanwhile Ihe other couple, speaking and in one corner, embroidered with for good luck, wider than it had ever been op- : t0'''nture of impatience, as another stream of air
ened before. Clorinda, recovering some' 4- Patronize tlte business men of your
I I
nbsetver can doubt tlmt law spiing just before planting. The result
from the garden ruffled the corners of the softly to each other, went slowly down get-me-nots, the romantic trisyllable “Clar- strength, and insisting upon walking home ! ° " ’_n town.
decidedly in favor of the fail manured
and power will Unally prevail against re was
inda.”
weight-held pages. She closed tlte door, the garden path.
portion.
Miss Jane stood for a minuto perfectly took Mr. Deering's arm for only a s h o t ! A l w a y s sum tip your expenses when hellion and anarchy, the English Govcrn“ Don't talk lo nte of love to-day, dear
Mr.
Law said he had latterly adopted the
without waiting for a reply, and going to
est Frank,” murmured Rosina. with one of still, as if petrified. Then her eyes flashed, distance, until she was full nerved. They j Vou visit places outside of your own town meat has more than enough of homo mat practice of carting manure to the field and
tile table, leaned over his shoulder.
Frank Deering was spending the month : ker blandishing little confiding movements and site left the room precipitately. Full went in by tlte pasture gate, and meeting 10 !mJ goods.
ters to engage its attention and energy.-’ spreading it as fast as made, and has bet
0.
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of
worthy
public
enterof Julv at the parsonage, and was writing i
: dimpled hand upon his arm, and of five minutes elapsed before she returned. no one on the grounds, entered the house
Infinite regret will be felt, not only ter results than formerly. He does not
a playjfto be enacted at the town-lml!. by ! lel' dalntl ? fcn.imne I'ead so near ins Meanwhile gentle Miss Abby questioned unnoticed. That evening Mr. Deering
think drying manure necessarily injnves
throughout tho whole theatrical profession, it.
lie girl softly as to what church site attend made a friendly call on Miss Mopers, and
VERY b e s t p l a c e to b u y amateurs, for the benefit of the evening- kr°ad manly shoulder • don t talk to_me ted.
and whether site could read and write. charmed her to perpetual secrecy by exert may lie of benefit to the town do|not speak but amongst a very large circle of private
school mission. He had three days remain- °£ love to-day. I am tltinkingsorrowfully
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ing for his task, and only three acts com- of poor deal-papa. IBs heart will be hrokfriends, at tlie untimely death of Mrs. Bate planting corn on land manured only by
IRON* A STEEL, Chains and Anchors,
to lie a little prejudiced.
plete of a five-act tragedy.
?,n\ ? % ‘.r broken by his idol. Clorinda she returned, with an air of suppressed in fascination.
herding
sheep through the night. The crop
8. Speak well to strangers of your town man, the lessee of Sadler’s Wells Theatre.
Thenceforth there was nothing said alB LACKSM ITHS’ Stock and Tools,
“ Let me see the name,'’ said Clorinda,
s 'le 13 a 3ad- %v111fn1. naughty girl, tensity that was electrical, “ litis girl, to
was perfectly satisfactory,'although the cost
people.
Her warm heart and kind and genial man of
leaning over in's shoulder to scan the page am* s!le grows worse every day. I apa calls whom I perceive you have been speaking hiding to the adventure. But from that and
manuring
and the labor account was
CORDAGE and Ship Chandlery,
9. If you have surplus money don’t in ner endeared her to all who knew her, and
across whose caption his hand lay like mar- lf!r his ‘ pet. for his eye= are blinded; but so leniently, is an impostor. Let us hope day Clorinda’s manner changed; wbenlier
small. He did not believe in hauling ma
vest it in some far away speculations, but
CARRIAGE B U ILD ERS’ Supplies,
ble.
give yourself and your town tlte benefit of her unflinching energy in carrying out the nure out into large piles to be again loaded
C A R R IA G E Trimmers’ and Painters* Goods,
ly
arduous task she had set herself, of restor and spread. It costs too much for labor.
it by establishing sonic profitable factory.
A few of those present advocated spring
pile.
S H IP Spikes, Oakum, Paints,
10. Encourage your newspapers by sub ing and conducting the new Sadler's Weils
nftl certainly Rather su^^estive ” said visin^
manuring, but the majority were in favor
F IS H E R M E N S ’ Fittings,
the'teasing voice, “ of Blue-beard's closet“ And yet," said Frank Deering, in a the name of tile daughter of one of onr I from that day Mr. Deering knew that her scribing for, advertising in and paying Theatre, won for her the respect and ad of applying manure whenever convenient.
but, on second thou^lit.uneommonlv clev- comforting mtinner. “ site has goodness o f; most esteemed and widly known citizens, ; conduct to him was no longer disdainful j 1°*'miration of all classes. It is probable that
QCARRYM EN'S Stock and Tools, Powder, etc.,
-------------- *♦.-------------Who holds it’’The woman or the \ keart, judging from iter kind acts to poor Professor Bell.” She produced then tlte ami aggravating, but respectful and considthe incessant labor and anxiety attendant
NAILS, GLASS, Taper, Paints,
The Little .Sweep,
Raspberries.
people, and her devotion to tier father. \ handkerchief, holding it by its corners erate, and that her eyes often looked upon
on
her
undertaking
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her
more
readi
GUNS, REVOLVERS, Cartridges,etc.,
a girl more vividiv ' tsquarely
and grateful regard
The man, of course. But now leave, And I do not , know
.
- . rP. -.like
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. , ...
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. . with
, . the confiding
.
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A number of years ago an effort was ly to succumb to the attack of pneumonia
These do better if planted in October, or
i lmt is mine, said thc girl with a sud- which they gave to no other being except
GALVANIZED Spikes, Nails, Blocks, Row Locks me, my child. Go away,” said Frank Deer- :ini' accurately intelligent titan Clorinda.
made to collect all the chimney-sweeps in
even the first of November, than if set out
ing, changing his tone, in sheer"despera- j Skc is certainly more than ordinarily beau- den impulse to seize it, and quite losing as injz her idolized father,
Hoop Iron, etc.,
For himself, he was too genuine and lov- i tlte city of Dublin, for the purpose of edu which has Carrie d her oft'. Her loss to her in spring. Oneof the most important con
so nolde ”—lie she spoke the crooked twist of iter mouth.
tion, from the tone of undisguised annov-, tiful; iter face and form arct si
C A R PET W EA VERS’ Twine and Warp,
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a
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to
extend
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another
any
share
of
cation.
Among others, came iittie fellow talented daughters will lie irreparable, but ditions of success is to thoroughly prepare
ance to oneof soothing. “You are •'ettinc 1was KoinS lo n<kb “ and dignified, but
they have won for themselves so many and enrich the ground, and for this there
yourself entangled in rav fourth act. and recollection of tho morning prevented that reclasping tlie delicate bit of cambric in ber the devout sentiment he bestowed upon itis who was asketl if lie knew his letters.
SAILORS’ Oil Clothes, Hate and Bedding,
“ Oh, yes, sir." was tlie reply.
adjective.
And age may 'mnmvn
improve her. bartl hands tightly as witli hooks of own beloved and long-betrothed Rosina.
friends, not only by their talents but also is more leisure in the fall. The rains settle
you will be sorry. If itw ere a comedy, 1’'d
”''’1" ''' “ A”‘I
G R O C ER IES, Sugar, Pork, Beef, Molasses and
“ Do you spell ? ”
now, you might take a character. You’d Let ns hope for the best. And now. Rosi steel—“ do not utter a word, young person. But he confessed to a new kindness ami
by their attractive social qualities, which the earth around the roots, so that they take
Sister Abby, I have summoned Dennis; he brotherly fondness for Clorinda, and lie kept 1 “ Oh yes, sir was again tlie answer.
hold of the soil at once, and tlie buds just
Flour,
be a first-rate little ‘ pretty chamlier-maid,’ na—ilearest. darling Rosina—”
they inherit from their mother, that doubt above the roots, which make the new and
“ Do you read !’"
And here they turned the corner of tlte was just harnessing up I’ete for me to drivo a nook in his imagination sacred to the
-A T —
or a village girl, jealous of her lover, dis“ Oh yes. sir.”
less a prosperous career will open itself to bearing for the following season, and are
guised as a page. But you could not. vou i wulk that led from tlte stately paths of tlte down to Main street. He will be here in thrilling image of a lovely girl fainting in
small and dormant in the fall, start very
• in
• a tragedy.
■
1western garden, across u rustic stile into a a moment.”
his arms anil returning to consciousness j " And what book did you learn from ?" them.
E dw ard.
know, be
“ Oh, I never hail a book in my life, sir."
early in spring. Plow and cross-plow the
Give me my handkerchief," said tlie and to life beneath his own breath giving
“ Why not? I wouldn't mind, if it w ere. wild-wood
.
, copse,
- , and
, , thence lo a narrow
“ And who was your schoolmaster ? ”
How to he N obody.—It is easy to lieno- land deeply, and enricli tlie ground accord
influence.
a real nice jolly tragedv, as I have no doubt I river at whose hanks, boats were moored girl.
Oh I never was at school.”
_________
_ ! These
____ _____
body, and we will tell you how to do it. ing to the variety to be planted. The CnthIt is mine for the present,” Miss Jane
A real nice jolly tragedy
words i
this is. With plenty ‘of dying and faint-1 ()«c of these boats, named sympelheticing. I'd rather like it, I think. Yes it j a'Jy Emgerer^ Frank Deering was sure to answered, loftily. “ Dennis,” addrossing a might apply to a play written in mimic J Here was a singular case a boy could Go totlie drinking saloon to spend your lei- liert, for instance, need not have so rich a
would be some fun. Have me in it, Mr. "take with his beloved:
’ - ■- and
- once
— embarked
>
> man advancing at the doorway, “ put this sketching of some of the sud and bitter ex-1 read anti spell without a book or master. : sure time. You need not drink much now; soil as tlie Pride of the Hudson. Set the
Deering—do. Come, now, there's a bar upon the silver current of the placid stream young woman into the wagon, and drive positions of life, but they could not apply But what was the fact ? \\ hy another lit- jjust a little beer or some other drink. In plants four feet apart each way, and as the
her down to Judge Wilton’s. I do not think to reality. When the real tra^edd came, tie sweep, a littio older than himself, had the meantime, play dominoes, checkers, or tendency of raspberry hills is to rise too
too
tranquil
for
mill-wheels,
too
shallow
for
gain: I will not tease yon for a whole
- l'him
“” to read by showing
— >:"'r him
-.~ wm
-------------taught
him ,1“the 1-------1
something
else to-----------------kill time, so that
yon will much above the surface. I set the plants
month, if you’ll put me in your tragedy. steamboats, rowing and floating between court is sitting to-day, but the judge has au how far off in the dim distance seemed ----letters over the shop-doors which they j lie sure not to read any useful books. If about three inches deeper than they grow
I'll die, I promise you, vastly better than flowery banks in curves overhung by tang thority, and Ite can detain her as prisoner their trivial scorn and feeble mockery !
passed
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to
tlie
city.
His
teachyou
read
anything,
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tlie
dime nov- naturally in tlie propagating bed or patch.
until
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Say
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led
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by
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And
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a
real
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a
true
grief
Rosina will. And as to fainting, I under
DEALER IX
stand it perfectly; we younger girls have lows, they were certain not to lie at home pers will follow with tho accusing testimo a sad and bitter sorrow, that had fallen up er, then, was another little sweep like him-1 els of the day: thus go on keeping your Tread tlie ground firmly down around the
ny.—Young woman, this handkerchief is on the household of that gentle-hearted, self, and his book ithe sign-boards on tho j stomach full, and your head empty, and roots, and throw on and immediate aronnd
it at school recess. I can fall agnin|till late tea and early moonrise.
GOVERNMENT BONDS. practiced
On the afternoon of tlte rehearsal of The evidence, and I am witness that it fell from blameless man, the unworldly and abstruse houses. What may not lie done by trying, j yourself playing time-killing games, and the hill a shovelful of tlie oldest and finest
down like a stone without hurting myself
in a few years you'll be nobody, unless manure. Tlie fall and early spring rains
Professor Bell.
B uy and Sell a ll F irst-C la ss Securities.
at all. It's very easy; you just incline Fatal Key. Miss Mopers was sitting in her your pocket.”
The girl seemed frightened for an instant; The shock fell suddenly. It was the
GEXTJfor thepurchase, sale and leasing of Rea down your left knee gently, and slip your shaded parlor, knitting a pair of baby socks,
A P r o f it a b l e S e r m o n . —A young cler you should turn out a drunkard, or a pro carry the richness of this manure down to
Estate, And Negotiation of Mortgages in Rock
her favorite occupation, and, so far as the then site turned and looked at Dennis. He summer after Frank Deering’s long visit. gyman in Springfield. Mass., has been re fessional gambler, either of which is worse the roots, and thus tho plants are given a
right
foot
under
your
left
foot,
hold
your
land and vicinity. Houses for sale or to let.
left hand against vour breast, and drop “ little ones ” were concerned, her only was a good-natured looking Irishman, rath The day had been fixed for his marriage warded handsomely for preaching a ser than nobody. There are any number of vigorous start. Before the ground b ’gins
ULMER BLOCK, : : ROCKLAND. your right arm and let yourself go, and approach to providing for their comfortable er stupid in expression, bnt with a pair of with Rosina, and ail preparations for the mon which was sot his own and announc young men hanging about saloons, just to freeze mound the earth aronnd the plants
and level it down again in early spring.—
twinkling eyes that were perhaps re-nssur- event were completed. The wedding was ing the fact in the pulpit before he began to ready to graduate and be nobodies.
there you are!” And illustrating the sim transit across this thorny world.
Herald.
ple directions on the spot, Clorinda faint
Her sister Abby, by virtue of seniority ing, for the impostor said, with some digni- to be on Wednesday noon, and Mr. Deering speak. Ilis other duties hud been so great,
was to arrive on Tuesday evening.
NEW MAGAZINES.
ed.
Miss Mopers proper—if the term proper ty:
lie said, that he was unable to write one
T
hu
contents
of
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ppl
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n
s
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urnal
for
March
“
I’ll
go
with
Dennis,
marm.
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f
the
Frank Deering gave a slight start of sur could be applied exclusively to cither of
On Monday morning Rosina did not ap himself. In the congregation there hap
S a l t R is in g B r e a d .— Take one pint of
as follows: “ Scotch Orthodoxy and Modern
prise, and then became immovable. He these eminently proper old ladies—was sit judge has an eye for innocence, he’ll relase pear at the breakfast table; but she was pened to be a native ol Springfield who had arc
Thought;" “ Adventures in P a t a g o n i a “ The corn meal and scald it pretty soft, and add
IN S ID E R O U T E .
was disgusted, and thoroughly vexed.
ting in the same shaded parlor, engaged in me. I’m not used to being called bard frequently late, so the absence was scarce made a fortune in California, and when Veterans of Yesterday," in Three Parts (Part one-fourth teaspoonful of salt. Do tins in the
“ I’m dying, Egypt, dying,” moaned tho same favorite occupation, with but this names, Miss Mopers, and I’ll enter a com ly noticed. Toward noon her elder sister the service was over he spoke with the cler Third), from tlte French of Erckmann-Chntrian) evening, and set by the fire to keep it warm.
went to her chamber to learn if she were gyman in praise of tlie sermon, and was “ Suwarroiv;" “ The Criterion of Poetry," by In tbe morning make a half gallon of stiff
Clorinda. in sepulchral tones. Frank Deer difference, that the articles woven under plain myself, so I will.”
She went with Dennis. Both the Misses ill. She found tho tray of lea and toast sent told who the author was. Bishop Shelley; Peter Bayne; “ On some of Shakespeare’s Fe batter with warm water and flour,add about
ing felt strongly tempted to apply as resto the darting needles of Miss Jane were for
Characters ” (I.) Ophelia, by Helena Faucit
rative a dose of good cold water to the eign-missionary socks knit of wiry blue yarn Mopers stood at the window watching her up some hours before standing with no mor whereupon the prosperous Californian re male
Martin; “ Tennyson’s New D ram a;" “ George one-half teaspoonful of ginger and one talimimic swoon on the incorrigible face, but while those employing Miss Abby’s tremu climb into the wagon Miss Jane’s last sel tasted, in the antechamber, and the cur marked that as the church was about to E liot;” “ Orlando’s Revenge,” by Barnet Phil lespoonfulotsugnr, then add tho scalded menl
lous fingers were home offerings for her words tc Dennis were: “ Be sure to mind tains of the alcove in which Rosina slept build a now edifice he would give $500 to lips; ‘ Some Recent Novels;” Washington Square and stir thoroughly; keep in a warm place,
he did not speak or stir.
Providence R. R. Station.
Wortle’s School—A
At this moment the door opened, and a own dear little rosy-footed nephew, and my instructions just as I gave them to you closely drawn
ward it. The sermon itself, he said, was The Trnmpct-Major—Dr.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
Slicve-Ban—The Rebel of the bat not in warm water. In two hours if itap.
A. A. FOLSOM, Supt. B. and P. R. R.
1U
“ She still sleeps,” thought Griselda; “ I wortli that much lo him, and he gave his Dreamer—Under
brisk little old gentleman in a flowered were cream and azure of the softest zeph- at first. You understand, Dennis?”
Family—Mary Marston—My Marriage—He that pears to be thinner than when first mixed,stir
They drove off quickly; but no sooner will not disturb her.” And she stole away note for the amount.
study-gown, and. shuffling slippers, and yr.
Will not when he May—Love and Life—The Hour in a little more flour till thick as when first
spectacles poshed above his nose, and car
“ For peace’ sake, sister Jane, “ Miss Ab had they turned from the lane out of sight softly down stairs.
will Como—The Head of Medusa: “ Geist’s made, and when raised mix np without wa
a poem, by Matthew Arnold. E ditor's ter. If yon will add three or four potatoes,
Afternoon came—no sign of Rosina. Tho
rying a huge folio, entered.
by was saying, in answer to some remark of than the girl said, with a beautiful, rich,
Small debts neglected ruin credit; and, Grave,”
arle , Shakespeare and Bacon—Have Women
He started back in dismay at sight of the her sister exemplifying the peculiarity of persuasive voice: •* Don’t drive so fast, alcove curtains were drawn aside; the bed when a man has lost that, he will find him TIntuitions!—The
External and Internal in Art well cooked, when you mix, your bread will
P h y s ic ia n & S u rg eo n ,
prostrate figure, and the folio dropped from that piquant little lady—incessant fault please. Dennis. I want to speak to you.” showed no trace of a sleeper. The family self at tho bottom of a hill he cannot ns- N otes for R eaders. Single Number, 25 Cents. be much better. Salt tlie bread as any oth
C A M D EN
. . .
M A I N E , his trembling hands. “ Clorinda my pot!” finding—a peculiarity that had made her
“ Spake on, misB, in welcome,” the man became seriously alarmed. Inquiries were cend.
Yearly Subscription, S3.00.
er bread should be.
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(infrequently spoken of as •• owning a Mark Taplcy of commanders. He tele 4* At the conclave of Claremont Commanderv
The Department of Maine, G. A. R., held their
Mr. Leonard R. Campbell moved that the minori
O
PE
,
judge/' "running the lobby,” “ carrying a graphs an account of a tremendous licking Knights Templar, Monday evening, there were annual meeting with Edwin Libby Post at Damon ty report be substituted for the majority, and there, H
The entertainment given by the Union Ama
legislature in their pockets/' proving what ho has given the Boers one morning. Next present some thirty Sir Knights from Dunlap Hall, at 11 o’clock Tuesday—Commander I. S. upon set forth his grievances. Leouard suspected
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Club was a success. On ac
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let them know he was no such a fellow. In the Messrs. Demuth and Afeacnrey, failed to put
acted, the meeting adjourned to afternoon.
Offences gilded hand may shave by justice."
rr a ----comes
— — iag bis official visit. Alter tile » ork
. . ol. the order
j y One week from to-morrow the pres seyen months.reported Thursday. Follow But nowhere on this continent, and no m u s t h av e suffered s e v e re ly .” Then
At 2 P. M., the Department met and txansacted course of his 'remarks he arraigned somebody, he in an appearance, causing a great disappoint
ing is the grand result, showing the valua
another tveuiendous licking of the Boers, " a» got through with, a handsome bouquet was regular business, which was only interrupted would not say who, as being guilty of a great ment to the dancing public Sq an imnromptu
ent Congress expires.
where
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world,
with
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tion in 1870 as compared with that of 1880
followed by another list of his own killed furnished the visiting brother by the Claremont by the entrance of Gen. Louis D. Wagner of crime, in procuring the passage of a bill through band was made up for the occasion, with the
j y T. B. Swan was unanimously ex by counties, and the number of polls in of the " East India Company,” which uses nnd wounded, a gratifying assurance that Commanderv.
Philadelphia, Commander-in-Chief of the G. A. R. the Legislature, giving the city council authority understanding that it would be repeated the
the
power
of
the
British
government
to
rule
1870 nnd in 1880. The increase in the val
pelled from the Honse yesterday.
the Boers again " must have suffered se •i* Bark At ill At. Case, Dermot, was at Buenos accompanied by his start*, composed of Grand to negotiate loans to meet the payment of the pub next evening with better dance music. As
its possessions in India—has there grown
Chaplain Lovering *of Boston, Surgeon General lic debt. Mr. Hall iu his speech also dwelt upon
uation of the State is SI 1,156.798.
verely.” and a promise that as soon ns ho Ayres the 20th of Jan.
up so despotic nnd unscrupulous a monopo
Hamlin of Bangor, Aide, E . N. Egery of Bangor, the same subject. Messrs. Case,Pierce and Wight, the Club very kindly offered their talent,
l-'. S. Senator Carpenter of Wiscon
Following are the tables.
receives much needed reinforcements he •F Balk Monhegun, Capt. Lure i> reported as and Assistant Inspector Marshall of Rockland, who were at - Augusta, when the bill re- merely for their expanses, to help our society,
ly as *‘ the Standard Oil Company." Many
sin. Is reported to be in a dying condition,
will give the Boers a more tremendous lick having sailed from Cberilwn.
who were received with customary honors. The fered to was passed, denied that any Rockland we feel under great obligations to them, and
a reader of the Gazette will pause and en'
ing than ever. If victories go on at this
S20.776.973
$17,592,530
Capt. Chas. Lewis takes command of schooner transaction of regular business was proceeded m m had suggested anything of the kind, as the hope we fully appreciate their kindness. All
j y Rev. Dr. Shailer, the eminent Bap Androsixiggin,
q u ire ;" what do you mean?—what is all
Aroostook,
4,992,235
7,564,932
satisfactory rate, some fine morning may Caroline Knights and Capt. Dyer takes the F . A. with and continued until about 3 o’clock, when the City Council of Rockland, already possessed that their parts were well sustained, and gave evi
51,530,510
48.942,323
tist clergyman in Portland, died in that Cumberland,
tills about?” And end perhaps with the
Department proceeded to the annual election of power, and said the whole thing originated with
6,153,612
rise on a despatch from MarkTnpley to the Motion.
Franklin.
5,791,639
the people of Bath, whose city charter did not dence of practice. The little song singers,
city yesterday.
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Commajuler—Rev. W. G. Haskell, of Lewis give that authority to their city council. Mr. J. consisting ot Master Thompson and Miss
care any thing about the Standard Oil Com
10,878.7.36
ly annihilated; that nothing could possibly schooner Allred Keen. The price reported to have ton.
10,307.342
t y It is hardly probable that our State Knox,
F. Hall made a long speech, and was finally in Retta Dunton were encored. The actors
pany. as something that they don’t concern
6,634.693
6,837,610
have saved them from total rout but the loss been paid was £4000.
Legislature can finally adjourn before the Lineolu,
Senior Vice Commander—John II. Raymond, terrupted by Hon. N. A. Farwell, who gave some were Mr. C. H. Cunuiugham, W. E. Bachel10.05S.554
Oxford.
9,894,166
themselves about any more than some pa
information upon the subject of double interest, lor, V. M. Hills. A. B. Davis, F. F.. Burkof his own force. It was all right, how 4- Ship John AV. Bryce, Murphy, from Liverpool Bath.
22.697,948
21,408,151
Fcnobscot,
15th or 20th of March.
tent medicine advertising dodge.” But, if
for San Fmncisco, was spoken Jan. 9th, in lat.
3,235,746
Piscataquis,
4,857,280
aud the cost o f refunding the public debt.
Junior Vice Commander—Adams, ofW ilton.
ever. as he in person remained on the field, 25
ett, Misses W. A. Young. L. M. Burton, T.
10,297,215
25 S., ion. 84 24 AV.
11,041.340
Sagadahoc,
you read this article by the light of your
When Mr. Hall dose-1, Mr. Campl»ell withdrew
Medical
Director—Dr.
Benj.
Williams,
Rock
12.128.S78
nnd England only had to send about 20,10,990,609
t y The recent nominations by Gov. Somerset,
C. Messer, and E. A. Bartlett. May they
his motiou, aud Mr. Pierce’s motion to print both
kerosene lamp then ye are a victim of this
9.577.834
4< Schooner Addie Ryarson, at the South Ma land.
10.090.5S1
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and
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to
I’laisted. were yesterday laid upon the Washington,
9,566.038
9,721,792
After the election was over the Commander, reports was passed unanimously. Considering learn that there are many things, better than
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table, by the F.xecutive Coancil.
Senior Vice Commander, Junior Vice Commander the large attendance, aud the interest at stake, the gold. They put about $50.00 into our treas
Capt. Ben. Haskell will take command of her.
stockholders are drawing front your pock
E ivwaud.
and Chaplain were duly installed by Mustering meeting was remarkably quiet aud orderly, and ury, whichwe much needed.
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| y The Pennsylvania legislature suc
Officer Foster. The session was then adjourned the spirit and temper manifested in the discussion
The comer school, taught successfully by
H e re follow s th e e n u m e ra tio n o f polls in Standard Oil Company began during the
this spring. Capt. Bradbury, late of the Schoon
courteous and respectful, and highly creditable to
ceeded yesterday in electing John L. Mitch 1870 and 1880:
t%~ The prospect of an extra session of er Atlanta, takes command of the schooner Trade to participate in the festivities of the evening.
Miss N. A. Robinson, closed last week. Amy
civil war in a partnership between Samuel
The headquarters of the Department were at our citizens.
ell. Republican, as U. S. Senator.
the
XLVHth
Congress
is
growing
strong,
1880
1
Barnes,
Katie Baxmes, Jennie Coose, Sidney
1870
Andrews, a laborer, in the oil refineries, and
the Thorndike Hotel.
-i- The following Mew York Charters are r
or every flay. Many of the prominent
Kimball, Wilder Outnn, Wilber Sweetlaud,
W ill R ep u d iation . P a y ?
lam ed—freight 25 c e n t s C a r r i e I.. Iiix, to load
10.312
John Rockefeller, who commenced life as a
7.894
i y Gov. Plaisted makes nominations to Androscoggin,
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G . A. R . N o t e s .— Great credit is due to
members ofSennte anil House, who have at Ferry’s—Mabel Hall at Harvey Barnes'—Yankee
7,558
5.212
Aroostook,
There is scarcely, a man in our city that will not absent. Delia Quinn, Harold Wilder,
Comrade J. W. Crocker and his able assistant W.
book-keeper and had finally picked up a fow
his Coancil which they invariably reject. Cumberland,
21,539
19,812
lieen opposed to an extra session, are now Maid—Thayer Kimball—Ktnina I.. Gregory at E . Rivers for the elaborate decorations at the acknowledge himself to be a repudiator. B utt Minnie Barnes, Mary Bills absent one day.
4,791
4,518
thousand dollars by dealing in flour. An changing their minds, and have about come Crockett’s.
The only nomination thus far confirmed by Franklin,
sugar-coat it as they may, there are persons about
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drews discovered a way by which more ,
that body, is that of Mr. Hobbs as State Kennebec,
12,024
to t he conclusion that a called session of •J* Steamer Cambridge, Capt. Otis Ingraham,
The delegates, as a class, were a fine body of town, whose declarations amount to* that. The
The winter terra ot school in District No,
9.087
7.609
Knox,
kerosene could lie obtained from a barrel
Librarian.
tlie next Congress, as early as possible, will arrived here at an early hour yesterday morning, men, and conducted themselves in a gentlemanly mass o! our citizens, regardless of party, wish to o closed last Saturday.
6.750
6,002
Lincoln,
of petroleum than by any other process.
refund our debt at the lowest possible figure, and
S.SiO
8,390
be absolutely necessary. Should the lte- from Bo-tou, and proceeded up river. The Cam manner throughout.
t y It is stated that the total cost of the Oxford,
17.407
16,149
Penobscot,
Andrews' process, and Rockefeller's capi
The ladies did nobly—Farwell Hall looked likt at the same time meet our obligations honestly j A wild animal is visiting the lower part of
3.622
fundiug Bill |tass in its present sbajie it will bridge bus been fully repaired and painted, and a hive of bees all through tlie day, as well as on and fairly. In order to show that repudiation does ; the town and has killed • era! sheep.
8,856
valvation commission to the State will not Piscataquis,
tal have culminated in tho monopoly,
will take tbe place o f tbe Katahdin, which has
5,182
4,669
Sagadahoc,
not lie necessary for the President to veto lieen hauled oil* for repairs and painting.
exceed f 14,000. This amount covers the Somerset,
the following morning—“ They worked like not pay, we herewith give some facts nnd figures, j Old “ Probs ” has been a little at variance
8,60S
8,169
known as the Standard Oil Company, that,
8,428
8,563
gleaned trom the valuations of 1S|0 and 1880, and on t|,e w eath,»r question for the past law
it, as he would not have the tin days albeavers."
pay of members of the commission, sixteen Waldo,
although it owns but one fiftieth of the p e-! i
t t
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, ; /riio following has been receiwti fro
9,758
8,983
Washington,
1 . ^
Rev. Mr. Howard was rather lengthy iu his re the report o f onr present valuation committee. weej-.
lowed by law for Us consiucmtion, and, rar-ssro. Commission Merchant*. ] r York.)
in number, also all clerk hire, and com pen
15.504
13,834
York,
troleum produced in this country, buys, at j
We first give Wiseasset, which has paid nothing !
sponse to the toast of “ Our Country.”
therefore, lie can let the Hill expire with
sation of messenger and janitor. The to
Mew Yoke, Fel’. 21st, 1881.
encored when he sat down—Mrs. A. M. Austin on her debt the past two years! In 1870 her valua-1 M r* (,e o rK** R obinson was the re cip ien t of
its own price, refines, having driven into j
160,569
143,339
Total,
Schooners Speedwell. Captain Whitten, Trade
the present Congress. It is not known
tal cost of the valuation commission ten
tion was .$689,332; to-dny it is less than half tbat ; & liberal donation from his friends one day
The valuation of Wild Lands, included bankruptcy all competitors, ami sells w ith-, what his opinions are upon the matter, but, Witul, Gray, nud Nettie li. Dobbin, Falkiug- sang “ Beloved Again," beautifully and had to
years ago, which numbered seven members
sum, owing largely to the disappearance of her I last week.
answer an encore.
in the above tabulation, shows a gain of out competition the almost entire product siuco the passage of the bill by the Senate, ham have arrived with lime since our lasr commu Gen. Wagner’s response to the toast “ The Grand personal property, now reduced to .$80,003; there
R ev. M r. Smith is holding a series o fr e and several olerks was some $10,000.
of the country.
nication, and the following charters have been Army of the Republic " was to the point aud
§2,791.704 as follows:
has $54,000 disappeared between 1S79 and 1880. j ligious m eetings this week in the school hoiLse
in about the same form that it came from m ade:
1S80
County
1S70
The people of the L'nited States used 220,
i y Some of the Brooklyn. X. Y. clergyThat is about as had a showing as could well hap- j jn D istrict, N o. 5
the House, remonstrances against it. espec J). If. Ingraham, Greeley, coal from Amlioy to warmly received.
Mrs. Harry Pearsons has a beautiful voice and
000,000 gallons of kerosene last year, and
Ben, and Sunday-school workers held a Aroostook,
a eommunitv. Now compare this show-1 ,ru .
. . . . . .
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$2,339,098
ially against those features which affect Na Boston, $2.25. II. K. Willard, Willard, P t. John sang in a manner that drew rounds of applause pen to
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the other towns on .the
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r 1.he 149th anniversary* o f the birthday ot the
more than $60,000,000 worth have been ex
meeting last week to consider the proprie Franklin,
tional Ranks, have been forwarded to Wash ston, with coal to Portland, $2.
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ported in some years. This company ex
ty of a revival movement. Among the Oxford,
207.248
100.100
Silver Spray, Ilall, pig iron from Perth Amboy, pieces.
ington. nnd much doubt lias been created as
8600,04)0, more than 8250,000 of which is person- 1 upstlay. was not iflc b ra te il in this section,
546,415
654,313
speakers was Rev. Mr. Penticost, who re Penobscot,
torts from the people of this country, lteW hat shall we say of little Addie May Crocker ? al property. Newcastle had in 1870, a valuation j
l’he A dventists will hold a conference in
1,913,510
1.442.600
to its receiving the signature of the Presi to Boston, $2.50.
Piscataquis,
marked that “ in the early days of the Somerset,
Speedwell, W hiton, hence with pig iron to Her rendering of *• News from the F ro n t" was al
yend a just compensation on capital em
1,478.983
942,450
of $697,98Land in lSS0.it had amounted to $828.- : the B aptist Uhun-h, com m encing T hursday,
dent. There is also some doubt as to the pas Boston, $2.43.
517.150
576,684
Church 3000 converts were made by one Washington,
most perfection, and the well merited applause was
ployed. not less than $10,000,000 annually
sage of the River and Harbor, and the Trade W ind, Gray, hence with brimstone, to prolonged and deafening. In response, she re 000, in round numbers, more thau $330,000 of j M arch ;>d and c-ontinuina* throughout the
sermon, and now it takes about 3000 ser
which was personal. 'NValdoboro' had in 1870, I w eeji
Ifone wishes to know, how this gigantic
$7,948,060
$5,156,356
cited "Flood Ireson’s ride." Miss Addie will $1,164,382. Her valuation has shrunk but $30,- •
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The gain and loss in valuation by counties lia monopoly, has grown through tho aid of Apportionment Rills, and it is claimed t ha! Wood’s Hole, $2.25.
mons to make one convert/’
if these should fail an extra session of the N. J. Miller, Lewis, Wee haw ken, ro Providence, make her mark in this world.
000 and her personal property to-day is valued a t ;
1 * el °
^ u a r te rh M eet m g ol the
been as follows :—
Vanderbilt. Scott and Jewett, controlling
Dr. H. C. Levensaler of Thomaston responded nearly a half million. Much has been said about | ^ usliing am i So. \ \ aldoboro’ district, will be
$1.25
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t y The Minister from the United States Androscoggin. .83, 184,418 Lincoln.......... 622,917 the main trunk lines of the rail roads
Sound freights are from >1.10 to S I.2.1 oil eoal; to “ The Army," in a brief anti concise speech, the loss of personal property in Thom ason, but | held in the church at the la tte r place S aturday
oT Colombia. General Domingos, who has Aroostook.............2,372,647 Penobscot... 1.2S9.797 through the country: how they have bribed, trust this necessity may notarise: but there Hound Cape S 1.75 to £2.00, do.
which was considered by all one of the best that is untrue; her personal property to-day, ex- j and Sunday. M arch 5 aud 6.
um berland,....2,3SS,1S7 Sagadahoc— 714,123
is no telling what the present Congress
been in Washington for some time, on C
“ ta lk s ’* o f the evening. Had all the speakers cccds 81.500,(100. Bath has more personal properi n mv com m unication 0f b u t week the won!
Franklin.................. 361,393 W aldo............ 312.712 bullied, or driven into bankruptcy, all com
49 Cami- F n n : o r t h e G r a n d A r m y
Thursday, signed in New York, a protocol Hancock.................. 720,693 York.................18,915 petitors; how it has defied, corrupted and mav or may not do.
exercised the discretion o f Dr. I.. and been a little ty than real estate, and Belfast has almost $1,000,- j
‘ | wood in the middle portion of the sixth line,
R e p u b l i c . —The Grand Army of the Republic for
Kennebec..............2.2S8.130
more
brief in their remarks, it wonld have tieen 000. Such is the showing of the town's and cities
which appertains to the enforcement of the K nox.......................371.194
controlled state courts, legislators, and gov
the Department of Maine, held its annual camp
i the second item of the list of accidents.
lietter.
!that have heavy debts hanging over them,
neutrality of the Isthmus of Panama, ac Oxford..................... 164.3SS
tire with Edwin Libby Post in this city last Tue:
ernors. let them read the •• Story of a Great
The Quartette by Lord, Mugridgc. Burpe ;uul with pluck and determination have met their lian ‘a^ road, a m istake ot the p rin ter ami
398,466
cording to the treaty now in force between Piscataquis.............
day. When it was decided that the camp fire Torrey was admirable.
Monopoly." in the Atlantic Monthly for
Somerset..............1,138,269
the w riter.
j bilities, ithout tlincbiug. If we want to drive our * ° t
this country nnd Colombia. The United Washington............ 153,754
should be held iti Rockland, the Edwin Libby
March. The article referred to ought to
*• Dick " Gatlev,” responded to the toast “ Our | personal property away and make e bad matter
At the Free Church last Sunday, Rev. Mr.
Post,
though
small
in
numbers,
compared
with
States Government was represented by W.
K k o x Cocnty.
Navy ’’ in his usual witty manner.
1worse, we shall all croak with Job’s turkey, and Smith preached a very able and instructive
l>e read by every voter in America. The
some other sim ilar organisations in this State
H. Treseott. who was sent to New York by
The following is the valuatiou of this germ of destruction, that is taking root in 4 . Cold.
Mrs. F. E . Hitchcock recited the "C harge o1 Jthe public will take us at our own estimate and
sermon from Jude. 1 :23, ** And others save
determined to give their comrades a worthy re
the light Brigade ’’ in a manner that would have treal us accordingly.
Secretary Kvarts as Special Commissioner county compared with that of 1870. Also our institutions, and threatening their exist 4- Fine sleighing.
ception. In this they were seconded by our peo
with fear, pulling them out of the fire: hating
made Tennyson’s heart feel glad. In answer to
-- -------------------------- - — The protocol designates the way in which the number of polls in 1880. It will he ence, is clearly pointed o u t; the weakness 4* Schools close to-morrow.
ple, especially the ladies, and the result was mosr
tho lou.1 applause, she lwwed her aekuowledg.. T|je Fl.oehoUer " is tlie name of a new even the garment spotted by the flesh.’’
the United States shall interfere to gnaran seen there is an increase of valuation for of our State governments, to graple with 4* Mew Moon to-morrow evening.
brilliant.
ments.
Greenback newspaper to be issued in Ban- V’ I V %i i f a v w
N aqinr.
Many invitations iiad been extended to dis
tee the independence of Colombia and the the county of $371,194, while the valua the evil, is .plainly shown, and it is made 4* Prof. Eastty at High School Room to-night.
The toast o f " Memorial Day " was responded gor, the first number to appear March od. v
neutrality of the Isthmus of Panama.
tion of the city of Rockland has decreased self-evident, that the national government 4> " 'c have received Topeka papers from Herb tinguished members o f the Grand Army, and to to by Cliaplain-in-Chief Iooveringof M ass., in au It will be published weekly. Gov. Plaisted !
* nnibination, which appeared in Gran
those of the Army it Navy Union in this and other eloquent manner ami received the warm plaudits
$468,296.
is president of the company.
ite Hall last week, was voted a good one, and
alone, possesses the strength and power to ert Lovqjoy.
States, and Gen. Louis Wagner, of Philadelphia
i y Masters or owners of vessels are re
of the compauy.
Polls,
Val.
Val.
if, as I understand, Mr. H. M. Noyes engrapple with the vast wealth, and un 48 v e tlie painting i Spear’s window, of selioon- Commander in-C hitf and Rev. J. F. Lovering, of Comrade Col. Bangs of Waterville responded to
quired to pay towards the marine hospital
T h e following postinasters h av e been ap1880
1S70
1880
Boston, Chaplain-iu-Chief of the G. A. R., of the
them to come on here, he certainly descrupulous purpose, that control the great er M. A. Achom.
fund forty cents per month for each seaman
the toast of " The State of Maine ’* in a few well
for Maine Jobn II. Kimball. In- •
Appleton
337 $ 320,664 S 2S4.27S
dian Rock, Franklin couuty; Nathaniel T. serves our thanks for the treat.
lines of railroads, regardless, not only of •J* There will be no ;rvice- in tlie Cnirersalist United States were present on this occasion. Col. chosen words.
on board. In order to prevent any evasion Camden,
1238
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1.497,631
I. S. Bangs, Cotnmauder and Rev. W. G. Haskell
Hanna,
New
Harbor.
Lincoln
county;
Fred
church next Sunday.
The Ladies ” received the attention that was
The Reform C’luh had an Old Fashioned
215
the public welfare but of a large class of
115.474
132.839
of this law a circular has jnst been issued Cushing,
233
»J« R ial’s donkey made “ Rome howl " a t Berry's Inspector of the Department of Maine were also due them from Comrade Rev. G. W. Haskell of Tuttle, West Athens, Somerset county.
Friendship,
15<,165
140,267
Sociable last Thursday, the company coming
the stockholders of these very roads.
from the Treasury Department, providing Hope.
present. Many distinguishable soldiers and sail,
211,983
231,650
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stable Saturday night.
Tho contents ofX B Swan’s desk in the bv invitation. aml „ eTyhodv that went ?av .
Lewiston. His remarks were witty and effective.
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Miss Gracie Sprague recited “ The Empty House were removed baturday bv his fatli•i* Ash Wednesday next Wednesday. The fol
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er-in-law, Mr. Hawkes, by permission of
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master on any vessel is received, the col Rockland,
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Sleeve ” and was warmly applauded.
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lowing Sunday is the first in Lent.
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the Speaker. There was found a small
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•i* Agents are wanted by M. V. B. Chase of a gay and lively appearance on that day from the sponded to by W . O. Fuller Jr., of the Courier amount of stationery, a Year Book and oth- Templars are to have a Necktie Sociable in
seamen's time book belonging to the ves Thomaston,
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Our European Letter.
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the past sprung up. both poetic and prose. the Knox & Lincoln Railroad, will be held in this comfort of the guests,graced with vases of beautiThe highest eomplimeut we cau pay the Orpheus after the accident.
tul rlowers. In order that there should te enough
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and to spare, for every guest, side tables were Club, is to say that they played with their usual
that city last week while smoking in bed ’ Hopkins, slipped and fell off the boat wharf,
nual municipal elections will take place in 1870 were 7271. showing an increase dur dated 1441, ’• The Kynge's College of our *J< The kiln property of Mr. Sumner Whitney spread, tilled with uncut meats and fowls. excellence.
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this State; and towns nnd cities should see ing the decade of 181G. Rockland had in Lady by Eton, besyde Wyndescore,” was noon, was purchased by Hon. John S. Case for About 425 plates were laid and every plate had a The Waiters drill, under the direction of Capt. broke his pipe, the bowl of which fell in j sustaining serious injuries, and now lies at
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Allic Crocker, was performed in a manner that the bed. He picked it up and threw it ■ . , . . .
guest. Of the quality of the provisions it is hard
to it that men capable for the situations 1871, 1752 polls, showing an increase of founded. From that day to this tbe students $4,300.
would do credit to veterans, and elicited the away. Shortly afterwards the bed wns ,h<> hotel- m a cr,t,cal ,'onJltlun'
are elected as clerks—men who know some 566 during the ten years.
of this college have been privileged visitors -9 Rev. W. G. Haskell, of Lewiston, preached ly necessary to speak. Suffice it to say, that visit wildest enthusiasm from the Commander in Chief found to be on tire, but was extinguished i Hon. Moses W ebster had a company of
There is some grumbling over indi in and around Windsor. But to the inter at the Cniversalist church last Sunday afternoon iug comrades said they were the most richly laden
without much trouble.
thing about figures; to carry them out cor
i nearly eighty, Friday evening, in spite of the
and his entire command.
rectly in making ontthe returns of an elec vidual cases, where some persons claim that est of the American modern reader no per and evening, and gave two very acceptable dis- tables that they had ever seen in this State and
I driving snow storm. They were comforted
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ers’ Drill ” at the banquet, that he promised to
tion, and who will not forget to insert the
j as to the inner man with a bountiful repast,,
son associated directly or indirectly with
The programme for the evening was an elabor send each of the young ladies the Grand Army
names of the towns for which they make too low : but the opinion seems to prevail this college appeals so strongly as that one *J* Prof. Eastty lost a valuable cane this morn
and forgot the storm, no doubt, in the fesate one and was well carried out. Rev. C. P. Nash
returns. There have been blunders enough that the report will be accepted by the whose wild career, irreligious views, mis- ing, probably on Limerook street. The finder wilj acted as Toast Master and presided. The first badge, for a decoration.
j
tivities of the occasion.
TH O M A STO X.
in the past, and more care should be taken Legislature without any alteration. A anthrophy and brilliant poetic genius make confer a great favor to the Prof, if he will leave thing was a Waiter drill by the following ladies: 4* Rev. Mr. Cross, of Camden, exchanged pul
Many remarked on the beautiful appearance
T. R. Simontou, Esq., gave his lecture,
it at this office.
pits with Rev. Mr. Blair, of this city, last Sunday
in electing these officers. In the hurry smart debate may be expected when tile tlie name of Byron. One indistinctively
AI.LIE B. CROCKER, C a p t a i n .
ot the trees, Saturday, after the storm, clothed
and preached two excellent discourses in the “ Temperance—past success and future
»J9 At the meeting o f Grand Lodge, Knight’s of Margie H. Ingraham,
Jessie C. Dermot,
of making up returns on election days fatal matter comes before that bodv.
seeks tbe quarters of the admiring late Honor, at Waterville, last Thursday, John Bird, Mamie F. Kalloch,
Jennie F. Willey,
morning and eveniug. His morning subject was work ”—at Union Hall, on Friday evening as they were in “ ermine robes.”
C. Crocker,
Jennie Jliuskell,
errors have occurred which should here
The merry sleigh bells were heard in all
Jeptha’s vow and the lessons to be derived there last, and although the night was stormy the
friend of the poet nt Eton—the provest. of this city, was elected Grand Representative for Lizzie
Annie Metcalf,
after be avoided.
from. In the evening the subject was the deport hall was well filled. Thomastou people al directions Saturday afternoon.
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Brainerd,
ways appreciate Mr. Simonton’s efforts, and C
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this city come off one week from next Monday.
A n E v e n t f u l W e e k .— L a s t week wa*
regard him as the most effective speaker on
Mamie S. Kaw*on
8. Wood,
delphia Society far Organizing Charity, de the average American citizen that the in- wander about this locality. The “ Childe In relation to a candidate for Mayor, there is a Ella
there.
Lilian E. Sprague,
Vida II. Wood,
unusually full of events of interest to our
the temperance platform,
Louie S. Fales,
Lizzie Brack ley,
scribes a hovel in one of the lower wards habitants of the United States of America Harold of one and the ” Memoir ’ of the great divergence of opinions.
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citizens.
Miss E. A. McIntyre is about to move her
of that city kept by a shameless hag who were the freest people on the face ofths halt- othei' unbidden come before you. How tlie *J9 The new janitor o f the Court House. Mr.
lama Wilson,
the New England Mutual Life Insuance Company,
Not to repeat what has before been notedr
foroes four or five old women broken in itable globe. A truth deemed as self-evident provost, in his " Memoir ” provokes you to Miller, continues to keep the sidewalks, surround This feature ot the entertainment created rap which is now ready, cannot fail to be of the great millinery store to the rooms over the store of
we have first, the new lecture “Ancient LandE.
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intend
mind and body to collect supplies for her
ing the lot, clear of snow and ice, after every
cock made her appearance as inspecting officer ing to take out policies. The year Just passed
The Band has moved into Keith Bloek. ! marks ” b-v T - R- Simomon Esq., in the S.
in this manner. They are sent out every so patent te the common -mind, that we against everything religious: “ I am no storm. It is no small job to do it.
And also when Miss Allie B. Crocker, the young the most prosperous ever known for this old, re
'
course l**1 Wednesday evening. Notday with baskets to the houses of rich peo have ceased to boast—save on fourth of l’latonist. I am nothing at all: but I would 49 It is reported that Mr. M. M. Hamilton, of commander, gave the final order, “ To your postst liable and liberal company, as will be seen by thin! store.
R. II. ,(.'ounce. Engine Company, are re- withstanding the storm, a good audience assooner
lie
l’nnlician.
Maniehean.
Spinogisl,
ple to solicit food, nnd in payment for their July—over our inalienable rights. If any
Portland, lias received a contract to lav 30,000 ions : rjgt,t sm art, ciit." Tbe voiins ladies then distril) their card in our paper.
fitting their hall
^sembled at the hall and listened with interest
services are supplied with board and whis croaker, foreign or native, suggests the Gentile. Pyrrbonian. Zorshestinn. than any of rubble stone as a foundation for tbe breakwater | ted themselves through the hall and attended to
Ship A. McCallum, Capt. Geo. W. k . i throuShoutthe wants of the guests, who, after Divine blessing
key. By means of these collections the shadow of a doubt, we point to the broken one of the seventy-two villainous sects who that is to lie built in Rockland hsu-bor.
Masters, has sailed from Callao for San Fran-: The ’Teak”r took » n:itural vi”w of th”
Public Meeting.
woman keeps a lodging-house and liquor fetters of four million slaves made free,— are tearing each other to pieces for the love 4« There will be a Temperance Sunday-school had been asked by ’ Rev. Mr. Lovering, fell too
CI*SC0
1subject, showing with what tenacity the nnnd
In pursuance of a call fora public meeting issued
saloon of infamous character where she when we could not help ourselves—by civil of the Lord and hatred of each other.” Concert at the vestry of the Methodist Church, niul enjoyed the good things placed before them.
next Sunday evening, commencing at 7 o’clock.
Supper being over the company was called to by the committee, a large number of our citizens
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Mr. Daniel Murphv has had a hard time J l'linS* man.v !,loas' sinlP1.' °1*1>eir
war.
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fire
harbors thieves and prostitutes and lures
The songs, recitations &c, will lie strictly upon the order by Rev. Mr. Nash, who introduced His Hon. assembled yesterday at Farwell Hall. The meet
this winter. He has been unable to w ork- i anc,ent " n?"> lnd P0*0*”’1 out clearl.v the
and blood. If wo talk less about our boasted memory in this place when reverting to subject of temperance.
young men and girls to ruin.
Mayor Case, who in some well set phrase cordial ing was called to order by Philo Thurston.
his
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children
have
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most
of
Angers
to
human
progress
by
too
stubbornly
civil and political rights, it is not. as a gen that still mysterious marriage which the 4* There were no unusual or noisy demonstra
Geo. L. Snow was elected as Chairman and C the time
ly welcomed the guests. Rev. W. G. Haskell of
adhering to an idea, or rule of action, simp'
tV The Fish Commissioners of Maine eral rule, because wq have any doubt, as to tearful Lady Byron says was "o n e of the tions in this city on Washington’s birthday. The
Lewiston responded to this. Mr. Nash then an II. Pendleton as Sec.’y.
Capt. Xewell I!. Jordan, of ship John T. I”, because our fathers held to the same views.
have labelled with light, indestructible our possession or enjoyment of the same, or ( severest of trials initiated by him, •• with boys were very quiet, but our streets looked lively nounced the first toast.
Mr. Thurston as chairman of the committee ap
Berrv
is
at
home.
I
or
done the same things. As examples of this.
metal tags several hundred salmon, which tbe transmission, unimpared, to our poster- the deepest determination of revenge, from the influx of members of the Grand Encamp ■ Our Countrt;. A nation, not a Confederacy. May pointed at a former meeting, prefaced his report by
our Union proVe more perfect from the welding heats statingthat the committee of 14had been divided into
Oliver M. Vina!. Esq., has arrived home | ****&*’
perversion of right, he referred
they have turned loose in the Penobscot. ity. But we gloat over our progress, in the 1avowed on the day of my marriage, and ment of the Grand Army of the Republic.
of Civil War.
Each fish is duly numbered and recorded, arts and scienoes; that is the constant theme : executed ever since with systematic and in- 4* R ial’s version of Uncle Tom’s Cabin attracted This was responded to by Chaplain R. I.. How 7 sub-committees, to whom had been referred the from Virginia, where he has been engaged in amono ot^cr matters to the unjust English
seven propositions submitted at the time the com procuring ship timber..
*aws ot inheritance, which award all property
and each will be so numbered for some of the closet and tbe platform. The m ost!creasing cruelty.” What a peculiar fasci- good houses on Friday and Saturday evenings. The ard of Bangor.
mittee was appointed. And, that six of the seven
Major J. H. H. Hewitt is absent at Ken- j to the first born son: and to lhe^ land
years to come. The commissioners now of us look back with pity, if not contempt naiion the common curiosity of our nature matinee, Saturday afternoon, was but thinly at ORPHEUS CLUB—Selection.
sub-committees, had considered and reported up
Song.—“ Beloved Again,” by Mr. A. M. Austin.
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by
which the sons of Ireland, particularly, are
ask whoever catches any labelled salmon in upon the memory of our fathers and grand- creates over this enigmatical alliance and
The Grand Army o f the Republic. The ties first on the propositions to the general committee.
that degree to which it has been cracked up.
formed amid trials and dangers, are strengthened and
Major Delano’s yacht is all planked up. sufferinS to da-v* ° ” this P°int
Put in a
any water of the State to forward them the fathers. We think of them, as more near puzzling separation. She continues: “ My
Mr. Thurston then proceeded to read the sever
perpetuated
through
the
associations
of
our
order.
r,»hfs of the Green Isle
fish, for which they will pay an extra price, ly allied to “ the generations beyond the security depended on the total abandon 4« Yesterday the weather was warm and vari Response by Commander-in-Chief Gen. Louis al reports. The light was poor on the stage, and and will be ready to launch and reception of srron£ P^ea *or
able. We had rain, followed by slight snow in the
j sons *n ^ie*r present struggle. Religious
the hand writing in which the several reports were engine sometime in April.
or else to forward them the label and what flood " than as the near kin of those who ment or every moral and religions princi
afternoon, with the mercury about 25 to 30 de Wagner, of Philadelphia, who was greeted as he
Sociable at Congregational church to- j questions also came in tor a share ot oritiever they know about the fish that wore it have made an errand boy of the lightning ple, against which his hatred and endeav grees. In the evening it grew cold, and this morn arose, by three rousing cheers, the whole audience written, was unfamiliar to Mr. T., beside which,
his voice was not strong enough to fill the hall, rnorrow evening. Magic Lantern and other ! C*SIU» the speaker taking a broad and eomprerising
to
their
feer,
—where it was caught, its size, number’ and a servant of the steam engine. We ors were uniformly directed.” How resign ing it was bright and clear with the mercury at
and it is quite probable that many present, did not
SONG.—“ Roll Cali,” by Mrs. Harry Peareons.
attractions to please those who attend.
hensive view ot >ome ot the more modern
etc., to them, and they will keep the record are apt to think of onr fathers, with a pat edly she determines never to reveal the de- zero.
I RECITATION.—“ News from the Front,” by Mils get a full and clear understanding of the-case as
List of Officers installed bv Knox Lodge idcas* as comPared with some of the mor*
set forth in the report read by Mr. Thurston,
and from many returns will increase large ronizing air; as people sadly behind the tails.yet how boldly'she avers he knew them, 4« Prof. Eastty, who is ever popular with the 1 AJdie Mav Crocker
as that report, together with the minority or sup of Good Templars, on Wednesday evening |
liUul-marks wUich
worth-v to b«
ly their information.
times when compared with their descen and that they were the cause of their sudden public, will give a reading at the High Schoo ! ? ? ' -im y.
1imitated and held in esteem.
.
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Response bv Dr. H . C. Levensaler, of Ihoinas- plementary report, signed by J. Fred Hall and W ]^st-.
dants who have annihilated space and dis estrangement. “ lie does know, too well Koom this (Thursday) evening. This will be the !
H. Rhoades, are to be primed, wc shall not go in AY. C’. T „ Edward O. Burgess; A\\ A. T. j Iu ,he production of this lecture Mr. SiI V The Refunding bill was passed by
only
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hearing
him
this
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and
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counted time, so that the dweller on this what he affects to inquire." she says to By
QUARTETTE.—” Comrade* in Arras,” by Messrs. to any extended notice ol the two reports.
the Senate on Friday, very much as it came
there should be a full house. Prices 15 and 25 Lord, Mugridgc, Burpee, Torrey.
Cassie A'inal: AN'. S. Levi s7avev; AV. F. S. mont,m ■*“ entered upon a field of investigaside of the Atlantic shall know of evonLs ron's ’ Why?" And to the charge of insanity, cents.
As to the financial condition £of the city, county
The Xiity.
from the House. Mr. Blair of Xew-HampC. Prince: AV. T. David Rivera: AV. M. S. ,,0,> freighted with weighty interests: and
in tbe remote parts of Asia long bouts be hotv resignedly she submits as a consolatioti.
Response by Comrade Richard Gatlev of Port and state, the facts aud figures, being dnvwn from E. Cushing: AV. C. Joseph Catlaml: AV. I. ‘ront the manner in which its first delivery
shire, attempted to save theXationnl banks
49 The storm 011 Friday interfered with the
the same source, there was substantial agreement
fore they transpired as marked on tbe dial Yet curiosity is not satisfied, for the imagi
land.
so far as possible, from one of the gravest,
steamers. The Lewiston did not leave Portland
RECITATION—Charge of the Light Brigade, by as to the valuation'of the city and state and indebt G. Ellen Robinson; AV. O. G. Henrv B. wsa received, it promises to meet with popnplate of time by the sun in its diurnal rev nation pictures out of the letters of Lady until Saturday morning, arriving here between 3 Mrs.
lar
favor
to kbe' ranked
F. E. Hitchcock.
inconveniences which the bill will cause,
edness of city county and state. It appears that
" C
" “ and
*-J *“
~ " t '' among *the
*“ able and
olution. Intellectual advancement and Byron deeds towards her by the author of and 4 o’elock P. M. The Katahdin did not leave Memorial Day. May it ever be observed as the Na- •wing to tbe deduction of the county and state Shaw: R. II. S. Eda Mills: L. H. S. Xettio 'meritorious
efforts of the day.
by amending it so as to reqaire the banks
Robinson.
material progress are not always indicative “ Childe Harold ” that make the most des Boston until Saturday afternoon, arriving here tion Mourniug for Her Lovers.
On Thursday evening the High School gave
to deposit three per cent bonds for circula
Response by Chaplain-in-Chief, J. F. Lovering. debt and the equalization of the state valuation.
AA'e publish about one-third of our usual
of tbe growth or even the preservation Of perate heart or disordered head tremble about 4 o’clock Sunday morning.
Rockland’s annual county and state tax will l»e
ORPHEUS CLUB—Selection.
a dosing entertainment, consisting of the fol
tion issued after .1uly 1 only. This was de
personal civil or political rights of the nnd ponder. I retrace my steps to the tomb 4* At the last meeting of the Board of Aider- The state of Maine. A good State to live in, a good oyer $4,000 less in the next decade than in the items from this town this week, owing to the lowing programme:
feated by 33 to 28. The Senate again re
Slate to go from, but the best State to return
past. The majority report recommends refund non arrivat ol the noon mail from there.
masses.
of Gray as I bid adieu to the picturesque men the following gentlemen were drawn as petit Response by Department Commander I. S. ing the city debt; suggesting that it eould be done They were put in the mail at T. at 10 1-2 Overture.
fused, as the Committee of the Whole had
Duet, “ Poet aud PeaaanL"
Fr. ▼.tfcppB
There have some .'biogs occurred tvithin church and its “ ivy-mantled tower,” its jurors to the March term of the Supreme Judicial Bangs, of Waterville.
Misses Atkina aud Currier.
without doubt at 4 per cent. The minority report
done, te strike out the fifth section, the vote
•lock. AA'ho is to blame Air. Post Master? Declamation,"
Court : Alfred J. Eugley, G. W . McKenny, Sam
Valley Forge.”
Anoa
SONG—Waiting at the Brookside, by Mr*. Harry did not countenance the idea, and Mr. Hall in his
being 32 to 29, Tbe Senate a second time the past few years, that should awaken the "yew-tree's shade" and its rugged elms uel R. Ulmer, William Brewer, Jr., and Warren Pearsoua.
V. I>. Wellman.
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Reading, “ The Leak in the Dike."
Fhcebe Cary
rejected the three-and-one-half per cent attention of the whole people, the unreflect nnd the half-hidden icy tombs beneath Robinson.
The. Ladies. God bless them! How many tokens remarks, asserted that the majority had gone be
Rev. Mr. Mathews, of Thomaston, occu
Josie A. Hoamer.
of thoughtfulness from their fingers, and what words yond their province, iu suggesting any thing of the
Drama, “ Our Folk*," Act I.
rate for three per cent, by a vole of 36 to ing, as well as the careful observer. In which "th e rude forefathers of the hamlet 49 At the 1st Baptist Church last Sunday, in the of
cheer gladdened our lives and lightened our pains in kind. The minority recommended selling the pied the pulpit at the Baptist church, last Solo, “ Welcome Pretty Primrose."
Ciro Plmuti
May McCarthy.
25. The bill wns then passed by 43 to 20, this material, high pressure age, the spirit of sleep," and I look towards Burnham Beech absence of Rev. Mr. Barrows, who was called camp, hospital aud field.
Sunday, in exchange with Rev. X. T. Dut Act. II.
Response by Rev. G. W. Haskell, o f Lewiston, railroad, and then suggested that there was a fine
speculation,
gambling,
greed
and
avarice,
es,
where
Edmund
Burke
cudgeled
his
all tbe Democrats, and Messrs. Plumb and
away by the death o f his wife’s father, the pulpit
ton.
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show
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Dapartment Inspecting Officer.
Act HI.
Sannders of the Republicans, voting for it. has taken possession of too many of our brains and nursed his oratory, but I return was filled in a very acceptable manner by Rev. RECITATION-The Empty Sleeve, by Miss Gracie ty by coming forward and paying our city debt.
C um m in^a
J . R. Andrews and AA. H. Hodgtnan went Declamation, “ Voicesoftho^Dead."
Desirous of showing the worst possible condition
The full text of the bill, in its present shape people. Certain words and phrases, in onr to Windsor in the gray hour of twilight over Mr. Bicknell, of this city, who was compelled B. Sprague.
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to
AVaterville.
last
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to
at
some
time
ago
to
give
up
preaching
on
account
of
After a few remarks from Mfijor Myrick of Au of our finances, the minority report reminded us
shows that the work of tbe Senate Com day, bear a new and painful significance. the vestal clad road.
the loss of his voice.
Reading,'
gusta, who was called upon, the concluding toast of the amount of the national debt. $40 dollars to tend the Grand Lodge, Knights of Honor.
Mira Coombs.
mittee on Finance has been almost entirely Every body expects “ the bears ” and “ Hark, how the sacred calm that breathes around,
T. R. Simonton gave his lecture on Tem
was announced.
each inhabitant. They might have added, that
Bids ever}' fierce, tumultuous passion cease;
undone. Tbe new bill is tbe bill as it came ‘ bulls ’’ of Wall street to scratch and gore In still small accents whispering from the ground 49 The twelfth anniversary of the wedding of The Tress.
Alice L. Currier.
wine,
ardeut
spirits,
beer,
and
tobacco
cost
us
perance
last
Saturday
evening
at
Glover
Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. W . H. Glover was pleasantly cele
from the House, with some modifications of each other, as wonld the animals for which
This was responded to by W. 0 . Fuller Jr., $20 per head each, annually. The minority re All who would have their temperance senti
Were we to say all we would like upon this
A grateful earnest o f eternal peace."
brated last Friday evening at their residence on
detail. There is to be a 5-20 bond, instead they are appropriately named. “ A corn
From tho Stoke church-yard grave of Middle street, by the impromptu gathering of who, though not a member of the order consented port gave an elaborate table setting forth the ments strengthened should have been present entertainment, it would render this article too
subscriptions to the rail
. /
7 7 7 1 ",
of a 5-10 bond. The expenses of placing e r ” is made in flour, pork, or any other Penn to the altar of St. George’s brilliant some twenty of their friends, who testified their to read his poem entitled “ The Goblin of the amount lost by individual
.
.
,
,
AA. r . AA ight took a load oi juveniles to long. Suffice it then for us to note that all
„
. J
. . .
the loan are provided for by an allowance marketable article, without any compunc chapel, though a short walk, is a theme I friendship for the couple in the bestowment of Press,” which he delivered at the annual meeting road, including interest past and prospective f o r '
parts were admirably well given. The drama
of Printers and Publishers at Augusta.
the next 20 years. If the minority had had time T hom aston 0,1 Satur<la.v evening, to visit the
of one-half, instead of onc-qnarter, of one tion, although it takes the bread from tho would fain linger over for hours on this some handsome and valuable gifts.
and all the exercises occupied over two hours.
The whole audience then joined in singing.
they would undoubtedly have given us the cost of Ju v en ile T em perance L odge in th at place.
per cent. There is a provision for popu poor, and ruins the legitimate dealer. occasion, when the dead are eloquent and 4* The intolerable nuisance o f snow-balling on
“ Our Country ’tis of thee."
Adam’s apple, at compound intetest, including, j Q uite a large p arty o f AA'arren people, in- A noticeable feature throughout, especially
our streets by boys,ha 9 assumed such proportions
larizing the loan. These arc all the amend “ The lobby,” Brearian armed and Argus the marrying silent.
This closed the festivities at the Hall, it being 12 not only all time passed, but all time to come.
I eluding everybody, w ent to R ockport last in the readings and declamations, was the
ments of any importance, and there is eyed often wields a power before which tbe
After the reports were read T .P . Pierce Esq.took T uesday, on a sleigh-ride and took supper a t well-trained elocution—a feature of public
The usual story of the early disaster to that the Police should put a stop to it at once. o’elock.
„ „ ’’, had ,a camp fire, afterwards at the floor. He expressed himself pleased with the the Ca'rleto n IIou3e. T he pleasant hostess, reading and speaking too much neglected.
nothing in any of them to excite a dispute decrees of the famed “ Council of Ten,” British arms continues to pour in from tbe Besides the danger to eyes and limbs, of adults, The “ Bummers
the scaring ol horses, and the ipjury to children, the Armory Hall, where fun and frolic lasted until information embodied in the reports, admitting,
,.
.
. ,
in the House. It may expected, therefore, shrink into utter insignificance. Vander Transvaal. General Colley, who has been
hear of frequent complaints o f broken windows a late hour Wednesday morning. They all pro- that while we had a heavy burden to bear, the out- was to n n e n j ot t is own, an was g a to Josie A. Hosmer and Mira Coombs may be
that the bill will go, in its present form, to bilt, Gauld. Jewett, Scott, and other great dubbed by some wicked wag “ the Eng- with the accompanying consequences. The boys nonneed the entertainment to be the best they had look was better than he had anticipated, and closed,
h e r old friends. A gra n d tim e is re- specially mentioned in this respect; all the
the President.
railroad magnates and capitalists, are not 1lish Von Moltke/’ turns out to be qnite a should be severely reprimanded.
more noticeable from their tender ages.
yet experienced.
| by moving that both reports be published.
p o rted .

H B ROCKLiND GAZETTE.

The S tate Valuation.

A Gain of Eleven Millions in All.

Lq tl]e C ity .

Ii) tl]e C o u n ty .

B IR T H S

Two rears ago a committee arranged a
An old fashioned spelling-school at the
graded system of studies, with the arrange Head of the Lake in Hope to-night, and as
ment that when any scholars attained a given it is only 4 or 5 miles from here several of our [Notices of Birth* and Marriage* inserted free, but
by mall should ulwnyn be accompanied bv
standard, they should be awarded a certificate boys have taken a walk over. Hope they C - -cut
the ti aeof the sender, an a guarantee of autheuticity.J
of graduation or diploma. This standard hai will have a good time.
not been reached until the present session of
In this* city, Feb. 24th, to Cnpt. and Mrs. Israel L.
I notice a number of men iu town lookiuj
the High School, and now by only two pupils, for farm Well, farms are good p roperty, j III rids city, Feb. 24th, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H.
viz : V. D. Wellman and Alice L. Currier,
>th, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Blackwho, at the closing act of the entertainment, purchased on reasonable terms.
17tb, to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H.
were awarded diplomas in a few well chosen
The papers speak very favorably of the Collin, three __
In Salem, Man*. Feb. 13tli, to Mr. and Mr*. Augustus
words by the junior director, Mr. J . H. mining interest in Maine.
D. Small, a daughter.
Montgomery.
Mrs. Frank Simmons is better. She is
On Friday evening a Masquerade Ball, able to go about the house a little, with the
was held at the hall by our fire company, but, aid of a crutch.
MARRIAGES
owing to the stonn, it was not well attended.
Mr. Lewis McLain is worse, and I under
Music by Mescrvey's Quadrille Band, of stand the Doctor gives no encouragement for In thin city, Feb. lUth, LlerU-rl B. Messer aud Mias
Nellie I.. Thomas, boih of Rockland.
Rockland.
In tliia city, Feb. 14th, David Owen* and Mrs. Lottie
his recover}'.
11. Crooker.’both ot Rockland.
Bust.vK89.—Mr. James Cleveland will soon
I learn that Mr. Parker Shepard, who lost In Marlboro, Mash., .Jan. '.’2d, Mr. Wilbur W. Smallidgo,
of Marlboro, and Mis* Fanny E. Morrow, of
commence the manufactory of confectioneries his wife recently, thinks of selling out and
Rockland.
in the place, where he recently occupied fora going to Dakota. He has a brother in trade
store.
in Fargo, who, I hear, is doing well.
D E A T H S .
The P. B. & M. S. S. Co. liave announced,
Mr. A. R. Dunton has finished his writing
through the Mount Desert Rusticator, their school here, and has gone to New York as an
[Notices of Deaths are inserted free, but obituary
summer arrangements, with descriptions of expert.
notices, beyond the date, name and age, must be paid
points of interest along the route trom Port
School in district No. 7 is to close th for at the rate of 5 cents a line. Poetry 6 cts. per line.]
land to Machiasport, which is one of the most week; Mr. Keene, of this town, teacher.
attractive routes to be found in any locality
1 forgot to mention that this is the anniver
At Isle au Haul, Feb. 24th, Vesta A. Barter, aged 50
wherever. But more of this hereafter.
sary of George Washington's birthday.
A ll S o r t s .—By request the High School
S. D.
repeated the play “ Our folks ” at the hall on
Wednasday evening.
Tke-Atlantic Monthly for March has the follow
On Tuesday evening last, Mattie Gaylord ing papers:—FrieDds :* a Duet. Elizabeth S. JS P E C IA L N O TICES
Phelp*. Story of. a Great Monopoly. II. 1)
(Mrs. Smith) delivered a lecture at the Meth Lloyd. Arachne. Rose Terry Cooke.* The Por
odist church. Crimes of the Government trait of a Lady. Henry James, Jr. The Seven
D E N T IS T R Y I
Days. Frances L. Mace. New York Theatres
agriust the Indians, was her theme.
The Genesis of Genius. Grant Allen. Before
E. C. Fletcher's new' gilded eagle and sign Dawn. Maurice Thompson. The Wives of Poets.
William M. Rossetti. The End ot the War.
were put in place last Tuesday and make
Theodore Bacon. Random Recollections of Eng
now at his office, No. 2."»4 M ain St., near Thor
land. Richard G. White. Boston to Florence.
very attractive appearance.
Oliver Wendell Holmes. The Eleventh Hour.
A very nice sign also appears over nhe door Katherine Carrington. Recent French and Ger
man Essays. War-Ships and Navies. Tenny
of Goulc's saloon.
M. A U S T I N ,
son’s New Volume, aiul other Poetry. ChallonD E N T IS T .
Theodore Tilton lectures this (Thursday) er’s History of Music. The Contributor’s C lub.!
Books
of
the
Month.
Houghton
Miftln
&
Co.,
j
OFFICE
OYER T. A. WEN I WORTH'S 8TORE,
evening.
Publishers, Boston. Terms $4,00 per year ;>ingle;

C. H. E V A N S

B E R U V

The following la the sworn statement to the

R ’E-OP'ETSrED

In su ran ce Com m issioner of M assachusetts of
th e financial condition of th e.

T T IB A iS

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL

Amoy and Formosa Oolongs, Japan’s
_ UNION BLOCK, R ocklaad, formerly oc
cupied bv Mr. Jackson, I *hall endeavor by furnishing
English Breakfast,
FIRST-CLASS work to merit your patronage.

LIFE INS UR ANC E C O M P A N Y
o f B oston, on th e 31st of D ecem ber, 1880.
ASSETS.
Stocks and Bonds at market value......... $10,101,704 25

rved....
Accrued Interest and Rents .................
Cash in Banks........................................
Loan* on Collateral................................

25, 40, 50, GO, 75 & 80.

[T E A S !!

------------------------------------------------- 0
I-rom25cts. perlb.thefinestO
A
R
D
U
NT
E
A
Stlm
tcross
170,580 00
thew
aters.
108,051 13
417,303 18
104,200 00

LIA B IL IT IE S .
Reserve ut 4 per cent, iu
compliance with the Btatutes of Massachusetts...$18,071,959 52
Distributions unpaid........
162,1)23 36
Death losses unpaid.........
92,409 00
Matured Endowments unpaid 25,627 00
$13,352,918 89!

Black Teas

................... »'J,6SS,900

0 . G. JAVA,
THIRTY-FIVE CENTS.

Tn taking stock we find that we have a number
of pieces of Summer Dress Goods, such as Plaill
and Lace Buntings, iu colorH ami black: a!w>,

Japans, Young Hyson, Gunpowder.

FOR

I THIFLT, 2.1School Si.. Boston, Mass.

R4wl3

Raw and Fresh Roasted. From a
low grade Rio to the RICHEST,!
FINEST FLAVORED COFFEE known!
Rio, Maricaibo, Java, Mandalin, Male Berry and Mocha.

In the light Summer shades, brought over front
Inst season, that wo would like to close out,
and in order to do so wo offer them at very
low prices. This will be one of the
best chances to buy goods to
make up for next summer
ever known in
this city.

FANCY RIO,
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

n jew a d v e r t i s e m e n t s .

T12Eb An lCl l Hl l Ei l lRV Sr jWANTED!
*eos
l 50 per mouth. Steady

work all spring and summer- For particulars add res*
J . C. McCURDY X CO., P hiladelphia, P a.
T H E R E L IS H O F T H E W O R L D ! '

Lwll

SAUCE!

S O LO BY A LL G R O C E R S .

MORE THAN 100 STYLES OF TUI

MASON & HAMLIN

,
TWENTY CENTS.

m o

C ffisa. O R G A N S
are now regularly made, from m

il
ICO athoten in the cut), the latest
and smallest size, popularly known
a *the 1JA ltY ORGAN, at only t i l .
to a large CONCERT ORGAN at
'IV m t t styles at from t i t
to $120 each; sixty b t t iu at #120
to tieo: rottir styles at 1160
W 0 ana up; cash prices. SoldaU o
fo r fast patments, from friAS per
quarter up. The BABY ORGAN
itf especially adapted to children. bnC
will bo found equally useful for
adults, having fine quality of tor
___ lent compass (three am i a q ------

NO. 2, RIO,
FIFTEEN CENTS.
“ PLANTATION RIO,”
TEN CENTS.

liOBB, W IG H T & C 0T,

B L O C K .

I make all the different kinds of pictures usually
made in Photograph Galleries, aud warrentyou a good
likeness and nicely finished pictures Please call. I
have the negatives made by Mr. Jackson and Mr.
Pierce, and parties who desire photographs from the
same, can order them at any time during tha next
three months, after which time they will be destroyed
unless preserved by’sperial request.
Respectfully,
W. A. SM ITH, P h o to g rap h er.
Rockland, Feb. 14, ISol.
3wl2

NO. 1, JAVA,
THIRTY CENTS.

CASHMERES, BflllES, &C.,;N0. i

FANCY CARDS C O F F E E S !

Samples* of 35 series, with prices per set, 100 and
1,000 plain and printed, sent to any uddresa for CO
cents, stamps or money, which will be refunded ou
return of the samples. Catalogue and twelve samples
for two 3-cent stamps.

COFFEES!
ARABIAN MOCHA,
THIRTY-FIVE CENTS.

ANN O U N CEM EN T! ‘ STANDARD

G re e n T e a s

BENJ. F. STEVENS, President.
JOSEPH M. GIB BEN 8, Secretary.
March 11, 1880.
lylG

Collectors, Printers aid Advertisers.

New and Special

Amoy and Formosa Oolongs,
Souchong & English Breakfast.
I

37 th A nnual R eport now re ad y for d is trib u 
tion. F ree to any address.

Photograph Rooms!

u!l parts of hymn-tunes, anthem?

- • — d secular music generally.
4111 ff l s O N A HAMLIN ORGANS'
uly the
BEST IN THE WORLD, having
—JHE8T
AW ARDS for nmox^riLATEP ncm iQU TT
EV ERY
ONE of the GREAT WORLD S EXHIBITIONS ro»
□rnuur yeab8| b e in g eonty American orgam which

free.

MASON

Je HAMLIN

ORGAN CO.. 1S4Trei

240.HA.U f STREET.
A JO B L O T
St.. BOSTON : Ui East 14th St. tUnion
8fw
numbers. 35 cents.
Dentistry in all its branches promptly attended to
Y O R K ; 1 U Wabash A ve„ CHICAGO.
Also, a Choice Line of
at REASONABLE PRICES.
SO
U
T
HT
H
O
M
A
ST
O
N
.
Teeth extracted without pain, by the use
Notice to Subscriber!*.
Cornelieus Hanrahan of Rockland, lias pur
Nitrous Oxide Gas.
Rockland Jon. 1, 1879.
the
chased the building lormerly occupied by The date after each subscriber’s
gin of the paper (or on the wrapper where the paper
Wade & Taylor as a market, and lias moved is sent singly by mail) indicates that the paper is paid
to that time, and constitutes a valid receipt. Sub E. L. ESTABR00K, M. D.,
it on to his farm in the “ Gig Woods’* so scribers will please notice these date.ist and are specially
F o r 8 C e n ts.
n ot to l e t t h e m g e t m o r e t h a n a
called. Mr. 11. is clearing up quite a farm requested
P h y s ic ia n a n d S u r g e o n ,
y e a r o l d . while those will merit our special thank.-*
who
keep
them
in
advance.
there.
Subscribers making payments for the Gazette,
Wetdey P hillip'* Case.
I Its R elief and Cure ;
The old folks held a social dance last will please see that the dates arc changed to corres
D r. J . A. SHERMAN—Dear air: I am'happy to !
lows Day.
pond, and if any subscriber receives tico papers after
inform you that 1 l entirely cured of iny large
Tuesday week, and a social and select time it payment or remittance without change of date on his
Since the reduction of Dr. Sherman’* term* thou*tal rupture. It is le year ago to-day tlmt I received ......*•••- crowding upon him for treatment, gladly
paper, he is requested to notify us immediately in or
wa«: good music, a good house and a good der that such omission may be promptly eorrceeted.
your treatment. I have tested th
» by going with- throwing away their griping, irksome, dispiriting anil
out the appliance. My business Is that of u locomot iv life-punishing trusses. His treatment for this afflic
picnic supper would naturally make thin«
A friend of ours, who failed to take his girl
engineer. My rupture, as jou will recall to your mind tion makes the patient comfortable and safe in the
whs similar to Mr. Jordan’s, in your pamphlet of illus performance of every kind of exercise or labor. It 1* a
pass off pleasantly. We hope to have the sleigh-riding, Christmas, says she treats him so
trations.
grand thing, aud those who are ruptured and do not
coolly since,that he is obliged to wear his ulster in
I was ruptured in the year 1863, while iu the army. provide themselves with it must endure the danger of
pleasure of attending another just such, at no the parlor.
D E N T IS T .
1 have tried spring and elastic trusses with great dis- that precarious affliction and the use of trusses all
All branches of dentistry faithfully attended to at
“ Fruit of the Loom ” GottOllS, bleached, for | comfort
distant day.
and injury, my rupture always growing through life. Thousands of those cured give the
Hundreds o f testimonials from residents of onr : VERY R EASONAB LE P R IC E S . Teeth extractworse.
Finding
I
must
get
seme
relief
or
give
up
my
most
flattering testimonial of gratitude ot Dr . Sher
Messrs. Smith A' Ashworth have put on own State of Maine show that T w itc h e ll.
J business, I determined to try you ns a List resort, and man. He is the author and inventor of his popular
9 C e n ts.
h a m p lin & C o’s N e u ra lg ic A n o d y n e is a j
I must say that I found your treatment a complete system. lie imparts his secret to no one; it is appli
more men and arc working up quite a busi Csure
cure for all diseases of a neuralgic nature, j
success. My improvement and cure have, considering cable to all classes and cases, and, under his reduced
ness in monumental work. Indeed all of our chilblains, etc.; and also for sore throats, tooth-1
my terrible coudition, surprised my friends nsjwe 11 as rate, within the reach of almost everyone.
M a in a n d W in t e r S ts .
myself. During your treatment I have worked hard
colic, cramps, diarrhera, cuts and sprains.;
20c
Patients can receive treatment and reave for home
3 lbs Good R ice,
grauitc firm* seem to be looking up some ache,
iu my business, enjoying both safety and comfort, same day. I)r. SHERMAN’S Book on Rupture gives
It is invaluable, and never fails to do all that is !
and
have not lost a day’s work. My general health has
nvincing proofs from professional gentlemen und
claimed for it. It is the l»cst and cheapest lini- j
what .
13
“
Nice
Primes,
25c
also
improved. I will take pleasure in recommend- | others
hers of his successful treatment. It is illustrated with
ment known, and is sold by all medicine dealers ■
ing
the
afflicted
to
you
whenever
I
bav
opportunity.
|
photograph
pictures of had eases before cure, and i*
Mr. Achiel Norton, one of our young and and country stores in large bottles at 25 cents.
13 “ Good Rio Coffee, 50c
Yon may publish this letter for the benefit of humanity. sent to those who send 10 cents. Principal office 251
lylO I
My address is 111 East 44th-st, With best wishes I re Broadway, N. Y. Branch office 43 Milk street, Bo»enterprising men, has ojamed a granite quarry
main yours respectfully,
WESLEY PHILLIPS,
on the Tower farm, and is getting out stock
New York City, Oct. 25,1880.
It is quite proper for every one to remark that J
lor Wade & Brown. Ward & Woodard and this cold weather is hard on the poor. Some men ;
might possibly be laboring under the idea that the
Thomaston,
Smith Ashworth. The stock looks very poor had a soft thing of it.
much like 31. T. Jameson tk Co’s, which stands
shall offer a Job Lot of
Five hundred dollars reward for a better remedy !
the highest of granite ill this part of the for tbe relief of coughs, colds, sore throat, con-!
sumption, whooping cough, bronchitis, etc., than 1
country for monumental work. We hope Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar. It j H . C. L E V E N S A L E R , M . D . ,
T H O M A S T O N , M A IN E ,
is pleasant to take, and oe
W H O IS UNACQUAINTED W IT H T H E C E O C R A P H Y OF T H IS COU N TRY ,
the parties who arc said to be contemplating gives immediate relief,
Class,
sentinir foolin'7*. Snnt-I Devotes his attention to the PRACTICE ol MLD1
casions no nnple i-inf non
W IL L SE E BY EX A M tN IN C T H IS M A P , T H A T TH E
.
.
'.
! CINE
f’tXF iinil
SITItftKKY
and SURGERY.
starting a stone-yard will do so.
pie bottles only IU cts; large bottles, 50 cents.
TT Residence aud Office. Levensaler Block |Main
Dr. Graves’*Blood purifier eradicates all im treat.
The schools in Grade District closed last
In Dark similes, for 50 cents, (abargain.)
purities from the system, cleanses the blood, reno
Friday. The teachers were all very success rates the liver and stomach, wliiph from being toraid and inert, by its use become unusually stimu
ful and were “ Home talent.”
lated. and gives a healthy tone to the entire m
The High school had an exhibition Friday tent. Price SI.
Family Cathartic Pills arc the best
A N N U A L ." IVSE E T IN C .
evening consisting of declamations, dialogues, pillImproved
ever given a patient by a physician, and arc
For Choice l'attei
binging recitations Ac. 01 course some acquit frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt r p H K Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the !
Knox
Lincoln Railroad Company will be held !
action
to
the
bowels,
contain
no
mercury,
and
are
ted themselves, better tlian others, but as all entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt at FAR WELL HALL, iu Rockland, on W ednesday, !
th e 9th day of urcli next, at ten o’clock A. M., j
50, 62 1-2 and 65 cents,
did their best, we will not personalise. At the movement of the Itowels, give the Improved Fam  for
the following purposes, to wit :
Cathartic Pills a trial. Price 25 cents per box.
close, the teacher, Mr. Fred Rowell, (who is ily
First—To hear and act upon the report of the Oili- j
A New Lot, Fine ami Handsome.
With Insertions to match.
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by Wm. H. cars
of the Compay.
4wl2
working his way through college) made a Kittredge, Rocklanu.
Stcond—To choose n Board of Directors.
As usual, we have many pat
ROCKLAND, M E.
few appropriate remarks. Masters Frederick
EDMUND WILSON, Clerk. I
Artem as:” You are mistaken in thinking
2w33
terns, which we control
S tore form erly occupied by the B oston C loth- j
Wiggin and Spencer Butler, were not absent that Joan of Are was one of the members of Bath, Feb’y 14,1881.
entirely.
a half day during the term. Miss Mary Mak Noah’s fainilj*. Her Arc was not one of that kind, j
W h a t is B e h in d It ?
er, attended school nine weeks and was not
No amount of money can stand in the stead of 1
—TO BELL—
_ absent a half day.
H A IU iA IN S IN
Rev. Mr. Bowler of your city, preached at
paid for. Dr. David Kennedy, of Roundout,
the Baptist church last Sunday afternoon and Y ., proprietor o f the preat medicine called
I n th e N ew E n g la n d S ta te s .
evening. We had the pleaure ol listening to orite Remedy,” would have but little confidence The best of testimonials required. Good wages and |
to recommend the public to buy and use it if his steady emplovmi nt given to successful men. For i
the evening lecture which was a very able pro own pood name were not behind it. But the fact terms, etc., address, stating age, previous occupation
duction. We understand that he is to favor that he has staked his reputation upon it, ought ud names of rcfi*l W. B. CHASE, Augusta, Me.
to be, and is, better than a thousand cheap certifi
us again next Sabbath.
cates—in the opinion of the people. The Doctor
a repular physician-surpeon, and despise
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R’Y
Who would ask to see a more orderly and is
lmmbup as heartily as any man. If you are sick
Is T h e G r e a t C o n n e c tin g L in k b e tw e e n th e E a s t a n d th e W e s t !
attentive gathering ol young ladies and gen with any complaint of the Blood, K idners oi
With the large addition just made to our
Its main Hue runs from Chicago to Council t Sleeping Curs for sleeping purposes, and Palace
Bluffs,
passing through Joliet, Ottawa. LaSalle. Dining Cars for eating purposes only, one other
LACE
CURTAINS,
we
are
enabled
to
display
Liver,
invest
One
Dollar
for
the
“
Favorite
Reme
tlemen than that of Sunday evening,- at the d y ,” and it will speak for itself.
lieneseo, Moline. Rock Island. Davenport, West great feature of our Palace Cars Is a SMOKING
a much better line than iu the past.
2wl2
I.ilierty, Iowa City. Marengo, Brooklyn.Grlnnell, I SALOON where you can enjoy your •‘Havana”
Baptist church, surely none could do better.
r
OOLONG
TEAS
lies Moines (the capital of Iowa), Stuart, Allan- i at all hours of the day.
A multitude of laws in a country is like a great
tic. and Avoca: with branches from Bureau ■ Magnificent Iron Bridges spaa tbe Mississippi
The speaker evidently interested them.
number of physicians, a sign of weakness and
.■unction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Musca- | and Missouri rivers at all points crossed by thl*
Hue. .........ngton.
Washington. Fairfield
Fairfield Eldon.
Eldon, Belknap,
Belknap, line, and transfers are avoided
avoidedat
a Council Bluffs.
B EAU TIFU L PATTERNS
Messrs. Fisk & Crandon who have had malady.
.
wcotcinvorth am__
CentreviUe, Princeton. Trenton, Gallatin. Came
ron. Leavenworth. Atchison, and Kansas City; _ ___ being made iu Union Depots.
Fees
of
Doctors
some forty men cutting w'ood on the “ old
Washington to Sigourney,
Oskaloosa. aud KnoxIgourney,____________
The p rin c ip a l K. R. connections o f
The usual prices nre
. Keokuk to Farmington. Bonaparte, Ben- tliis g re a t T h ro u g h Line a ------ ' ” ----The fees o f doctors is an item that very many
F o r 20, 23, 33, 37),', 4 2, 00, C2>£, 75, 87tf cts
Linikin place,” have discharged all but six or persons
port, Independent, Eldon........
”’
At Chicago. wUh
aro interested in ju st at present
vllle, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines; East and South.
seven. They have about seven hundred and believe the schedule for visits is §3.00, which
At E n g le w o o d , with the L.S. M.S., and P..
Mt. Zion to Keosauqua; Newton to Monroe: Des
Moines to Indianola and Wlnterset; Atlantic to
If you wish to save money CALL NOW.
would
tax
a
man
confined
to
his
bed
lor
a
year,
fifty cords of wood on or near the wharf from and in need of a daily visit, over §1,000 a year for
W U .I . C C 1 U J
Griswold and Audubon; and Avoca to Harlan
and Carson. Tills is positively the only Railwhich they are to ship it.
medical attendance nione! And one single bottle
RH
EUM
ATISM!
load, which owns, and operates a thr
At La Salle, with III. Cent. R. R.
from Chicago Into the State of Kansas.
At P eoria, with P. P. A J.; P. D. A E.; I. It. Jt
Hop Bitters taken in time would save the §1,000
Mr. F. A. Sellars sang in the Baptist choir, of
Through Express Passenger Trains, whu run- W.; 111. Mid.; and T. P. A W. Rds.
N E U R A L C IA !
and all the year’s sickness.—Post.
2wl2
man Palace Cars attached, are run each way dally
At Rock Island, with “Milwaukee and Rock
last Sabbath, Mr. S. has a nice bass voice, and
D Y S P E P S IA !
_____ ____
between
C ago and P eoria. Kansas City, Island Short Line.’’ amt Rock Isi’d & Peo. Rds.
COUNCIL BLUKES, LEAVENWORTH and.ATCHIAt Davenport, with the Davenport Dlvislou
A Missouri man, with an ingrowing nail, chopped
And all Nervous and B rain Diseases an d P a 
critics say his time can't be beat. At any his
son. Through cars are also run between Milwau C.M. A St. I*. 1L R.
toe off. This remedy never fails. For sale at
ralysis. No other like it !
F o r 75c., 61.00, 81.25 and 8 1.50 each.
kee and Kansas City, via the **Milwaukee and
At West Liueutt. with the B. C. R. St N.R.R.
Sent by mail everywhere!
all hardware stores. Beware of immitations.
rate he is a great acquisition to the choir.
At GRINNELL, with Central Iowa It. R.
Rock Island Short Line.”
C IT Y OF R O C K L A N D .
Sm all Size, 61.00. Double Size, 82.00
At Dus Moines, with D. M. F, D. R. R.
The “ Great Rock Island” is magnificently
Mr. David Owen was married last week to
Address all comniunication* to
At Council Blckks, with Union Pacific R.R.
equipped. 1ts road lied is si mply perfect, aud its
AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
At Omaha, with B. A Mo. R. R.P.. (In Net..)
track is laid with steel rails.
W . H. BROWN, M anager.
a lady residing in Appleton, her name we Make from S25 to 8S0 p e r w eek pelline good* for
At Columbus J unction, with b.c. k. a n . k . k.
What will please you most will be the pleasure
96 Trem ont S treet,
Boston, Maas.
At Ottumwa, with Central Iowa R. R.; W.,
of enjoying your meals, while passing over the
A&ENTS
WANTED
EVERYWHERE.
We
buy
in
large
quantities,
own
our
goods
at
bothave not yet learned. We. hope they may
B. and Q. R. Rds.
beautiful prairies of Illinois and Iowa, in one of St. L. A Pac.. and
.MENTION THIS PAPER.
om price*, and are aatistied with small profits, mokAt Keokuk, with. Tol., Peo. A War.; Wab..St.
rttlficent Dining Cars that accompany all
For sale by J. H. Wiggin, Win. Kittredge, Edward
have a long and pleasant sail down the river Consumptives gain in flesh, strength and spirit
ng our stocks worthy the attention of all close buyers
Louis a Pac., ami St. L., Keo. A N. W. R. Rds.
At Cameron, with li. st. J.K. R.
Merrill, E. II. Pendleton, L. M. Robbins.
under a daily use o f Malt Bitters.
•veral ward room*, on MONDAY, th e 7th j
of life.
Atchison, with Atc!i.,Topeka& SantaKe;
p H$r If not satisfactory after fair trial, will refund
o f M arch next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, !
__J. A Neb.,
......... „ __________ i majority of the Atcb.
Neli and Cen. Itr. U. P. R. Rd<.
the money’.
2m11
H ave W te ta r’ii B alaam o f W ild C herry al day
At L eeavenworth
, with Union Pac. and Kan.
give in their votes for a Mayor of the city of Rook- !
At
ave
prefer separate apartments for different
The sociable at Frank Butlers last Tuesday ways at hand. It cure* Cougbe, Colds, Brouchiti*. to
ess (and the immense passenger business Cent. R. Rds.
one Alderman, three Common Councilmen, a I
Whooping Cough, Croup, InflucnzA, Consumption,an ’ land,
A t K a n s a s City, with all lines for the West.
lino wa
warranting
...____ino
.... „ it), we are pleased toanWarden, Ward Clerk and a Constable for each of said
was the leader of the season. Frank know5 all
Throat and Lung Complaint*. 56 cent* and $1
and
Southwest.
nounce that this Company
Ward*. The poll will close at four o'clock in the af
bottle.
Iy39
how to wake 44'em,’* up.
ternoon.
COUNCIL B LUFFS. KANSAS CITY. ATCHISON, and LEA VUN W ORTH.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session,
Mold b y
A Detroit lady called at & drug store the other
T ickets via th is Line, know n h* th e * G reat B ock Islan d R oute,
Sehooner Pearl, Oapt. Robinson, loaded dav,
their room, in Berry Block, on each of the three
a ll T icket Agent** in th e United S tates and C anada.
and said: “ I want a tooth-brush—a real at
secular
dav*
next
preceding
the
day
of
election,
frot
F o r inform ation no t ob tain ab le a t your hom e cilice, addre.m
with corn which has been ice-bound in the nice one. I want it for a spare bed-room.”
URE clear Ice for all who may fuvor me with tliei
one o'clock to four o’clock I*. M., on the first two <_.
E
.
8
T
.
.
J
O
H
N
,
orders. My team will be again on the route a
t 1'
7
• •- center Affnt,
said dav*?, and from one o’clock to live o’clock P. M.,
auufG«t
river all winter, was got out last week and
soon as the season opens and customers can, rely o;
CHICAGO, ILh •
on the last of said days, for the purpose of correcting
being served with prom ptness and re g u la rity
'y -!'<•;>sia, Debility, Liver Com- the list* of voters in and for the several wards, and I
sailed for Rockland, to deliver the cargo to
und at satisfactory prices.
plaint, Boils, Humor*,
receiving evidence of the qualifications of voter* whose i
C. X. Fogler & Co.
phlet free to any _JJ
m4fio
J . D A V IS
names are not ot: said list*.
Lists of voters in each of the several wards have
The Baptist sociable will be held at the
been posted in each of the following plnces, viz:
To the Honorable J ihIijc o f Probate, fo r the
ROCKLAND.
THE
Ward 1, at the store of A. J. Bird & Co.; Ward 2, at
residence of Mr. John Graves.
the store of A. F. Crockett & Co.; Ward 3, at the
M
A
R
IN
E
JO
U
R
N
A
L
.
Comity o f Knox-.
id State of Maine, in*olstore ofjFarrand k Spear; Ward 4, at the store of
AOKQrODAGIS.
Spear Sc May; Ward 5. at the store of O. P. Hix;
Ward C, at the store of D. C. Haskell; Ward 7, at the
FORT OF BOJKIiAND.
First, That a warrant lias issued against] the estate
store of John Bird & Co.
ESTABLISHED 1849.
A
PPL
E
T
O
N
.
of the said debtor.
CIIA6. A. DAVIS, City Clerk.
Second, That the payment of any debt* to or by
To-day is Tuesday, and the very pleas
A
rrived.
Rockland, Feb. 22,1681.
13
said debtor, or the delivery or transfer of any property
demands
against
said
estate
by
the'sum
of
one
hundred
ArFeli 21, acini J IR Bod well, Spalding. Bosti
by him, are forbidden by law.
antest day of the season : almost as mild as a Hume,
and eleven dollars ami twenty-two cents. The said
Calderwood, Owl’s Head.
Third, That a meeting of the creditors of the debtor,
Administrator therefor* requests that he may be eraJ une day. There is an abundance and a su Ar 24, Nautilus, Tolmati, do; IVnrl, Robins
to prove their debts ami choose one or more assignees
powered, agreeably to law, to sell and convey so much
Portland ; U S Rev sir McCulloch, Dean, fromn cruise!
of nis esta to, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
of the real estate of said deceased, including the re
perabundance of snow.
be holdcn ut the Probate Court Room, in Rockland, in
version of thr widow’s dower, if necessary, as may be
S a ile d .
paid County of Knox, on Tuesday, the fifteenth (15)
The following is the programme at the Ex Sid 19, *chs Sardinian, Holbrook, N Y ; Chester,
required to satisfy said debt* and demands, with *inciThe Spring term commences
day of February, A. D. lt>81, at three o’clock in the
dental charges.
.Camden; Henry Wilson, Nauss, N Y; Oliv
afternoon.
amination in the Primary Department of the ---TUESDAY, MARCH, 8tl», 1881.
WILLIAM GLEASON.
Avery, Bishop, Salem; Moses Eddy, Warren, N Y.
E. 3. MrALISTER,
For
further
information
address,
Grade School, furnished by Miss Files, teach Sid 20, Charlej ~
* ~
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger.
do; Maggie
..
K. WOODBURY, Principal.
KNOX COUNTY—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
er. Selections from Psalms 23, by School. calf,
Rockland, January 24, ISfel.
11
Culloeb, Dean, cruising.
i-tine, Feb. 10, 1881.
land, on the third Tuesday of February, 1881.
Sid 24, echs Nautilus, Tolmau, N Y ; Hume, CaldcrLord's prayer in concert: Vocal Music: wood,
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That notice be
Salem; S W Brown, Maddocka, Boston; Hunt
given by publishing n copy of said petition with this
er, Nash, Philadelphia; Charlie & Willie, Weed, do;
Recitations—Lillie Sleeper, Chloe Simmons, Caroline
order
thereon,three
weeks
successively,prior
to
the
third
Knight, Lewis, Providence.
Tuesday of March next, in the Jtockland Gazette,
The Oastine Brick Company
and Lillie Linscott. Music— (Teaching
a newspaper printed at Kockluud, that all persons interr'VKFEIt for sale their BRICK YARD, nine acres in
csted may attend at a C •
■
School). Recitations—London Johnson,
M ovem euta of Vessels.
k. f extent, containing a large bed of excellent clay,
Rockland, and show <
Ship Success, Hichbom, arrived at Havre the 15th rith wharf in front, and convenient sand ami water
We Lave just received from New York a very
and Lottie Peabody. Music.—Dialogue by iust.,
said petition should n
from Savannah.
privileges. Also, their sheds, machines and other
large assortment of Nottingham Laces and Cur
8 S S ? * 3
3wl2
E. M. WOOD, Judge.
MRS. (tIOFRAY’S,
o boys and 3 girls. Song—Washington's The tug Knickerbocker will tow the new ship Da- lovable property, and the franchise of the Company.
tains, that we shall sell at Lower £ rices than
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
kota from Bath to New York, where she will load for
Apply
to
Birthday, Florence Hilton. Recitations, Snn Francisco.
Attest:—B. K. Ka l ij .och, Register.
ROCKLAND, ME.
ever before.
OEORGE 11. WITHERLEE, Secretary,
different
styles of
Bark 8 I) Carlton, frofi Cardilf lor Singapore, put
Oastine, Maine.
10
Willie Arrriugton and Ada Kiinmens. Con into
SfThotnas in distress, aud proceeded on the 28th
BRISTOL
haring repaired,
cert Exercise by school, “ Brook Fun.” ult,Bark
Jennie Cobb, Small,
i the 16th.
OSEPH II. KALLOCH, Administrator on the esNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Music—Recitations—Evie Davis. Eva Lovett,
tate of LYDIA GRAY, late of So. Thomaston, in
the 19th ult for Navassa.
! said County, deceased, having presented his second and
Bessie Dunton, Walter Xewbert. Eva Titus, Sch Clear the Track, of Vinalhaven, 41 tons, has
final account of administration of said estate for al
purchased by Herbert St Clair, of Portland, and
lowance:
A T R E T A IL ,
Martel Hilton, Cheney Kimmens. Song by been
will continue in the fishing business.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three weeks
Grade Sherman and Martel Hilton, aged 6 Schs Trade Wind, Gray, D H Ingraham, Greeley,
successively, iu the ftockland Gazette, printed in Rock
and Speedwell, Whitten, ar at New York the 17th, fm
land
in
said
County,
that
all
persons
interested
may
33 COUET STREET, BOSTON.
years each. Paper, “ Little People’s Jour Rockland.
ON THE LINE OF TIIE
attend at a Probate Court to be held‘at Rockland, on
Sch Mary Langdon, Mullen, from Rockland for New
the third Tuesday of March next, and show cause,
nal," by Lottie Peabody and Florence Hil York, ar at Vincyard-IIaven the 16th.
if any they have, why the said account should not be
White Sea, of Waldoboro, ashore at Pascagoula
Musical
Uoies iu Great Variety.
allowed.
ton. Farewell Address to Graduating Class is Sch
full
particular*,
which
will
be
sent
free,
address
not within 300 yards of the water, high and dry,
3wl2
L. COLBY.
LIVERY AND BOARDING
Brass Baud Instruments.
by Teacher. Adjourned to High School. and it is not probable that she can he successfully R4wl3 Landt.CHARLES
A true copy,—Attest
C om m issioner, M ilw aukee, Wis.
We have placed our orders for our spring stock
launched.
Sch S M Bird, Merrill, cld from Baltimore the 17th,
Violius.
Boll of Honor.
which will be much larger than ever before, and
for Alexandria, to load for Cuba.
in the assortment are some very choice patterns,
Names of scholars who have not been ab Sch Catawamteak, Kennedy, eld from Wood’s Hole
American Guitars Warranted.
which will be private to us. We shall be receiv At the Old Stand, Lime Rock St.
HAY1LAND
&
PltESSEY,
the 18th, for Orient, LI.
sent a whole day: Eva Lovett, Ada Kim ouSch
Charlotte Jameson, Jameson, cld from Wilming
Imported Guitars.
ing new pieces every week for some time, and we
A
L I V E AGEJtSTT
ton, N C 17tb, for Port Spain.
mens, Frank Sleeper.
will take pleasure in showing them to our custo
Ship Baring Brothers was at Ban Francisco Feb In each county to canvass with the “ Ladies’ F rien d ”
Banjos from $2.00 upwards.
mers.
Sorry I could not furnish a programme of 12th, discharging coal.
C arpet Sweeper, the very best sweeper in the world.
iip Joseph S Spinney arrived at San Francisco A splendid paying! business, with the whole control
Violin, Violoncello, Double Bass,
AND
exercises at high school.
from New York; she was chartered to load of each county to the right man. The General Agent
Feb i
Boarding
and
Transient
Feed
Banjo, Zither aud Harp 8trios;s
will go through the Stnte in March and April, and call
Sherman & Son are improving the sledding Sch Laura
C O M M IS S I O N M E R C H A N T S .
Gregory, ar at Now York the
ing a Specialty,
and Trimmings.
inst.
by hauling logs to their mill. They liave a 19th
AGENT I'OR
Sch C Hanrahan, Whitmore, cld from Coosaw, SC,
Having
accommodations
unsurpassed
In
the
city
for
A CATHOLIC MAN of good
noble pile of them on the landing. Many 16rh, lot Baltimore.
convenience, cleanliness, ventilation and every requis Accordeons and Concertinas of all
R o c k la n d a n d T h o m a s to n lL im e .
business disposition and steady
Sch G W Glover, Morton, ar at Newport 19th, fm
ite
of
a
flrst-cla-s
stable,
with
careful
and
attentive
habits. Must travel abort dieby mail attended to promptly, and hostlers, I solicit the public patronage, with confidence
descriptions. American and For
are improving the time by hauling stave and Providence for New York.
No. 7, Ooenties Slip, Cor. Water Street. samples Orders
lance iu section in which he re>
Sch Winnie Lawry, ar at Wilmington, NC, on tlio
sent when ordered.
that I can give roy customers satisfaction.
heading stuff to the mill.
eign Sheet Music, Music Books;
aides. Apply with referencea to
18tb.
ALBERT BKRRY.
BENZIG ERS B RO THERS, 311 B roadw ay,
Grange meeting to-night,
Rockland,
Jan.
1,1881.
r.
&c., H e., Wholesale and Retail.
SobE G Knight, Pratt, cld from Portland the 23d New York.
R4wl3
or Philadelphia.
Town meeting next Monday.
Brrk Lorinda Boratel, Borstel, cld from Boston the
This eatabliabment is one of the branch stores of
Captain Kellar leads off as usual in fitting 23d, for Savannah.
FIRE
&
LIFE
INSURANCE
Sch Ella Preaaey, Avert 11, cld from Baltimore the
Visiting Cards very neat and Oliver DrrsiON' & Co., and possesses unequalled ad
SoldbyallM
edicineD
ealers
47* Losses adjusted at this office,
up his wood pile. Got h‘s all fitted up tLe 21st for Wilmington, N C.
printed at.short notice vantages for the importation of instrumenta from thq
Sch Emerson Rokes
2 7 8 U n io n B lo c k ,
R o c k la n d , M e .
giiddle of last month.
best manufacturers in Europe,
Dlv4&
the 21st for Cardenas.
' andC
ountryStores.

SMALL GROCERIES YARD WIDE CAMBRICS

Chocolate &.Cocoa Prepartions, Strictly Pure Spices & Ex
tracts, Oat Meal, Graham, Buck
wheat, Hominy, Crushed Wheat,!
Rice, Raisins, Soaps, &c.

T. E. T IB B E T T S ,

PECIAL BARGAIN

ONECASEREMNANTS

X

GEORGE W. FRENCH, H A M B U R G S ,
Me.

much better than the finest Rio that
ever grew.
sc,, Uc., 8,., «c..i COODS-First

47in. M0MIES,

P R IC E S -L o w e s t in County.

“:| Knox & Lincoln Railroad Company.

WE MEAN IT— CALL AND SEE.

BLAliE ARM URE5,

No. 294 Main Street, corner Winter.

A G E N T S W ANTED

DR, R H O D E S’
H

Fruit T fgbs anil Olliar Nursery Stock

Teas TEAS Teas
25,30 &35 PER LB.
40,50 and 60 cts. per lb.

B A T T E R Y .

HAMPTON TEA CO. Lace Lambrequins
C. F. KITTREDGE, Agent.

PIQUES

A Large Assortment-Just Received.

ELECTION NOTICE.

GINGHAMS

ilV . OL B I R I I H L

I C E !

P

A new lot of Spring Styles.
J U S T RECEIVED.

2 7 7 Main S treet,

MESSENGER'S NOTICE.

OLD HAIR STOEE.

Bargains in Table Lin
ens, Towels, Crash

Bastern State Momal Sclool.

es, etc., etc.

CURTAIN LACES BRISTOL BOARD

J

CARD BOARD

John C. Haynes & Co„

5 0 0 ,0 0 0 A c re s
WI S C ON S I N CENTRAL R. R.

C a r p e tin g s !

ALBERT BERRY'S
ST A B L E ,

WANTED!

S H IP BR O K ER S

87 77

CHATELAINE BRAIDS,
LADIES' TOP PIECES,
SWITCHES,
WAVES,
CURLS,
PUFFS,
HAIR NETS,
DRAMATIC WIGS TO LET,

o . G. M O F F IT T ,

FULLER&COBB Gilt Edge5S

She <flow!.

l y t l \ e jStkt-e

In Search of her Daughter.

Tie Great Nerve Restorative.
WYOMOKE

R a ilr o a d s 4* S te a m b o a ts

WOMAN'S TRIUMPH.

ABOUT NORWAY.

An old lady with a big green carpet
flowing with milk and hon
Knox & Lincoln Railroad. A Swe vi tehr oe u St u tragki ci an lg OEptehrea rt i. o nS. u bI jte cI st , EMn dr su. r e d ey X; otnota land
Q u e st io n s , •uggeetions, infarmatian, record* o f ex
bag of an obsolete pattern rang the bell
a land of olive-yards and vine
LIEBIG C O ’S
perience, note* or articles on any department of flori
Albert Brackett has been appointed post at a South End mansion the other day
E d w a r d M y e rs, o f R o n d o u t, N . Y .
yards,
of
southern
skies and effeminate
culture, are cordially Invited from all cultivator* and
J
a
n
u
a
r
y
1
s
t,
1
8
8
1
.
master at East Belmont, Waldo county.
and demanded to see the owner, who is A Blond, Brain anti Nerve Food.
(From the Correspondence of the Kingston, N. Y., luxuriance, of Spanish dances and Ita l
Freeman.
Lydia Carter, widow of the late Samuel a member of one of the largest dry
ian serenades, of soil intrigues and
____________6 A. M.
The case of Mrs. Edward Myers, of Rondout
Passenger trains arrive at Rockland at 11.20 A. M.
Carter, died at Bncksport, Feb. lltl). at goods firms in the city. She was shown A sovereign cure in nil forms of Nervous Debility,
quick revenges th at wait upon life itself.
and 5.20 1*. M. Mixed train is dne at 4.45 P. M.
Broken-down Constitutions, Heart Affections, Verti
the advanced age of 100 years nnd Cmonths. into the parlor, taking her green carpet go,
The 8.15 A. M. train makes close connection for all New York, furnishes an apt illustration of wom- N ot a land o f fragrant breezes where
Weakness of Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Or
points
on
the
Maine
Central,
Eastern,
and
Boston
&
power of endurance. Thia lady had been the nightingale sings to his mate, while
gans,
Female
Weakness,
restoring
Exhausted
Vitality,
Bnsiness still continues brisk at the Kn- bag with her, and when the gentleman Vigorous Health and Manhood.
Maine Railroads.
The 1.20 T. M. train makes connection for Lewiston, treated for months in the usual way for Erysipe- the moon with her train of satelites in
S2.00 worth of Choice Seeds given to tahdin Iron Works and a largo quantity of appeared she said :
W
Y O
M
O K
E
Augusta ami Portland, and Boston by night train.
lasas of the hand, without benefit. Not until her stately dignity rises in the dark blue
every subscriber paying $2.00 in ad iron is being shipped.
“ Be you M r. Jones?”
C U R E S all diseases arising from Alcohol, Tobacco,
vance.
Opium,
etc.
FARE.—For
Limited Tickets between hand had become a mass of putrified flesh, did dome, bathing the earth in a silvery
Sampson’s oil-cloth factory at Ilallowell
The gentleman adm itted th at he was Also, a ll form s of Nervous nnd Brain Diseases,
she turn to I)r. Kennedy, proprietor of the “ Fav flood, the while lovers pave romantic
Rockland and Boston, $3.50$1.00 worth of Choice Seeds given to has been hard pressed for water this win that person, and the old lady dropped such as Lapse of Men orv, Dizziness, Paralysis, Neu Highest Medals. Indorsed and Prescribed by"
The freight trains between Boston and Rockland are orite Remedy,” for help.
Medical Men of all Schools.
every subscriber paying $1.00 in ad ter. having to melt snow for general use her baggage anti grasped his band cor ralgia, Nervous Headache, Hysteria, Chorea,‘Tremens,
ruins washed by a broad flowing Rhine,
•gularity. Freight leaving Boston in the
P ro fe s s o r D u n c a n C am p*
and
in
order
to
run
their
engines.
He at once informed her that it was impossible
"
*"
~!eud
your
If
you
are
affected
with
vance.
________
dially.
b e l l , .11. D . , L U b . , 1*resident Royal
, prorapt- to save the hand—it must be amputated. She or a sterner Danube, or linger in the
or any other Brain or Nervon
Saturdav night Feb. 12, a house owned
iif security.
bowers on the banks o f the soft; blue
College o f Physicians and Surgeons, etc., etc.,
“
Why,
liow
do
ye
do?
How’s
all
the
try
the
famous
To promote the increase of our subscription-list and by John H. Farnham in the suburbs of
' C. A. COOMBS, Supt.
says: “ I t has m ore than realized m y expec
received this terrible intelligence quietly, declined waters of a M oselle; lovers whose lips
G ot colds, I ’sp o se; most W
Y
O M
O
K E
tations.”
to encourage a more lively interest in our Floral De Bangor, was destroyed by fire, the family folks?
to
take
ether,
stipulating
merely
to
hold
her
hus
are silent for a bliss that is filling their
everybody
has.
All
our
neighbors
is
partment, we make the above offer. We select for our
P r o f e s s o r J . 3 1 . C 'a r u o c l i a n ,
having just time to escape with what they
hand during the operation, and underwent hearts with an emotion for which an
S H A X X O X a M AM W IC K ,
offer t h r e e different collections, each including from
3 1 .D . , Professor o f Surgery N ew York Medi Maine Central
Railroad. band's
had on. 1-oss estimated at 93000; partially about laid up with ’em, and the deacon’s
cal
College,
say
s:
“
Mv
patients
derive
m
arked
the
painful
process
without
moving
a
muscle
or
10 to 20 distinct packets of seeds, as described below.
eternitv would lie too short, and life,
got the catarrh awfully. P u tty nice
covered by insurance.
and decided benefit from it.”
They are offered on these terms and conditions, viz.:
C o m m en cin g D ec. 2 0 , 1 8 8 0 .
uttering a groan. Dr. Kenneny theu gave “ Fav alas, often proves but too long. X ot
sitt-in’-room you’ve got here, but yon
P r o f e s s o r II. C io u llo n ,
1. Any person paying $1.00 in advance for the
The schooner Kate McClintock arrived
ASSENGER trains leave Bath at 11.05 a. m., after orite Remedey ” freely to cleanse the blood and this. But a land of eternal snows,
3 1 .D . , Physician to the Grand lhike o f
Gazette, will be entitled to Collection No. 1, price $1.00 at Portland recently with one of Ilie largest oughter cover them curtain tossels with
arrival of train leaving Rockland at 8.15 a. m., con prevent the return of the disease, and Mrs. Myers
Saxony: Knight o f the Holy Cross, etc., says:
whose moutain-tops are fraught with a
2. Any person paying $2.00 in advance for the fares of fresh fish ever brought there. It muslin or tlie dust'll spoil ’em. Looks
necting nt Brunswick for Lewiston, Farmington, Au
“ I t gives m ore touo than an y tm n g lh av e ever gusta,
Skowhegan ami Bangor; at Ynrmeuth with G.T. now lives and rejoices in her great deliverance.
mystery of a silence that is never brok
Gazette will be entitled to a n y tw o oi the three Col consisted of a.l.OOO pounds of cod and 10.000 kinder slack ter leave ’em that way.
prescribed.”
R’y.; nt Westbrook with P. & R., at Ii. & M. Junction
lections he or she may select, price $2.00.
“
Favorite
Remedy
”
is
fast
becoming
a
trusted
en, where the foot of man never falls ;
pounds of haddock. The cargo netted Guess your wife ain’t much account as
S i r R o b e r t C h r i s l i s o u , 3 1 .D . , with train on Boston & Maine, and at Portland with
C O L L E C T IO N N O . 1 -C H O IC E A N N U A L S,
I J L . R . , I ' . I L S . , Physician to her Majesty trains on Eastern Railroad, arriving in Boston 5.30 p.ni. househole friend in all cases Female Weakness of gigantic icebergs, of rushing streams,
91.500. They found a ready sale in that a house-keeper, or she wouldn’t leave
ternoon train leaves Bath 4.00 p. in., (after arrival and diseases of the blood. One dollar a bottle.
the Queen; President Royal British Associa
10 packets, valued at $1.00, as follows:
market.
of train leaving Rockland 1.20 p. in.,) connecting
of grand water-falls, and mighty cat
that what-not twisted around cornertion, etc., e tc .,sa y s : “ The properties of the Brunswick
Your
druggist
has
it.
Feb.
Asters, double, choice mixed colors; Balsam, double,
for Lewiston, Augusta, anti Portland.
Coca are tho m ost remarkable of any known to
aracts that seem to increase ami mul
choice mixed colors; Cypress Vine, mixed colors;
Morning Train leaves Portland 7.00; arrives at Bath
Edwin II. Ilobbs.station baggage master ways tiller sweepin’. But 1 hadn’t orthe medical world. From repeated personal
Helichrysura Monstrosum, double, mixed; Lobelia,
55 a. m., connecting to Rockland.
tiply as you progress through the coun
trials I am convinced that its use is highly
basket varieties, mixed; Pansy, choicest, mixed; Petu of the Eastern Depot at Portland, diod Feb. tcr criticise. 1 'spose. scein' I ’m almost
Through Trains leave Portland, 12.40 p. m., after a
nia, finest blotched and striped; Portulacca, double, 11th. of heart disease.
try. A land which owes everthing to
Mr. Hobbs has
beneficial and tonic.”
rival of trains from Boston; arrive at Bath, 2.25 p. n
choice mixed; Verbena Hybrida, choice mixed; Zinnia, l>een in the employ of the Eastern and like a stranger to ye. How's Laviny
to Rockland.
Valuable in m alaria; a g u e ; malarial debility; connecting
nature aud nothing to mrfr.; where rains
double, splendid mixed colors.
gettin’ along?”
Freight Trains each wav daily
dumb a g u e ; low fever; m arasm us; paralytic;
Maine Central roads for the past twentyare not, nnd the nightingale’s song is
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
The puzzled merchant said lie really
C O L L E C T IO N N O 2 - H A R D Y A N N U A L S ,
spinal an d nervous affections; female weak
Dec. 20,1880.
40
eight years, as conductor, station master,
unheard,
and liowers of roses may be
nesses;
bilious
and
liver
affections;weak
20 packets, valued at $1.00, as follows:
did not know the state of that person’s
etc.
throats; palpitation and other affections of the
Alyssum, sweet; Antirrhinum; Asperula Azurca
read about, but scarcely seen. A land
health, and ventured to inquire of the
heart; epilepsy o r falling sickness; weakness SANFORD STE A M SH IP CO.
Setosa; Browallia; Cacalia; Callionsls; Candytuft;
Mr.
George
Lawrence
of
Augusta,
who
scantily peopled, but peopled by men
of the voice of*actors, singers, public speakers
Catchfly; Cockscomb; Erysimum; uaillardia;‘la rk 
old lady who she was.
spur; Mignonette, sweet; Nemophila; Nigella Damas- was injured at tile ice houses in South Gard
aud clergym en; colie; flatulencj’; seasickness;
and women honest and fearless, simple
•• Why, I forgot to tell you. I ’m
cena; Petunia, Perilla, Nankinensis; Phlox Drum- iner, has so far recovered ns to lie removed
falling out of tho h air; asthm a; shortness of
BOSTON & BANGOR.
and genuine, frank aud hospitable— un
mondii; Portulacca, single; Sensitive Plant.
Laviny’s mother, and I ’m real glad to
breath; wasting diseases; etc., etc. I t is grate
to
his
borne
in
Augusta
last
Friday.
lie
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till a day will come when mixture with
fully
refreshing
and
restorative
after
prolonged
had a narrow escape from death, but es see you.”
T W O
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A
W K K Iv .
mental and physical strain. I t i s pleasant and
12 packets, valued at $1.00, as follows:
the world which seeks them more and
caped
with
three
broken
ribs
and
some
“
But
who
is
Laviny,
or
Lavinia,
agreeable, an d is readily retained by llio most
Aqullegia; Alyssum Saxatile; Carnation P ink; Can
more year by year, may give the faults
delicate stom ach. D r. MeBean (B ritishM edi
terbury Bell; Candytuft, perennial; Delphinium For- slight bruises about other parts of the body. madam ?”
mosutn; Erianthus, Unvcnnae; Gvpsophila, Panieulnta;
cal Journal) found i t of g re at service In con
of that world, and take from them their
11 If you’re M r. Jones, and not a con
The 920,000 hotel that is to lie built on
Hollyhock, double; Lychnis, liaageana; Perennial
sum ption. Baron von Hum boldt says he
best heritage— a single eye, a simple
Pea; Sweet William, double.
lias never known a case of consum ption or
Castine Head near the light house, is pro ference man, which 1 think you ain’t,
asthm a am ong those accustom ed to its use,
Each Collection is accompanied by a printed de gressing finally. Mr. Newman Bodwell, you oughter know her. Site's been
faith, an uprightness of purpose rare as
and th at they Jive to a great age, retaining their
scription and directions for culture.
beautiful after fi,000 years of .leveling.
the architect and builder, has raised 92,- tendin’ in your store most three months
mental
and
physical
faculties
to
the
last
These Flower Seed Premiums may be called for at 500 of the 9:1,000 which is all he asks to
A land where railroads are scarce, and
(Cosmos).
the oflice by subscribers in the city or vicinity, and will be taken up to Castine. The remainder and I ’ve come down to pay her a visit.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
traveling is long and laborious, but
be sent by mail, without extra charge, to all others.
I s’posed of course I ’d find her here.”
P ric e O n e D o lla r P er B ottle.
will
be
subscribed
for
by
parties
in
Bangor
very pleasant. A land not pampered
They will be ready for delivery a fte r F eb . 15tli.
“ Oh !” remarked the gentleman, as a
t f -PREPARED ONLY BY -£€
and Portland.
STEAMER
8TKAMEU
N. B.—The Premiums will be given to all who ask
by the refined luxury of the age, squan
light began to break upon him, while an
The Liebig Laboratory & Chemical Works Co.,
for and select them at the time of making payment, as
A pleasant entertainment took place at
o f wealth in pomp nnd vanity,
KATAHDIN,
CAMBRIDGE,
j
amused
smile
flitted
across
his
face.
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purple and fine linen ; but a land of
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Our lady readers are Invited to make these offers the eighty-fifth birthday of Mrs. Hannah “ W ell, you see, my dear madam, I am I I K l I t t l V N PIANOS. S125 up. IMpir free. A,tCommencing M onday, J a n . 10, 1881, the steam
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realities,
where wealth is rare, anil
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DAN'Lr.
BEATTYAVii.liiiiKknown to their friends, and invite them to subscribe Ricker who has been a patient there for not personally acquainted with all my -----L IFE -IN V IG O R A T IN G
er* of this line will make two trip.- per week until
n . ,j.
n tw it
each man’s inheritance is labor and toil.
for ®ur paper.
further notice, touching nt Rockland, Cuimlen, Belfast,
nearly thirteen years. The Amusement clerks, and I ant sorry to say th a t I
Scarsport, Bncksport and Winterport.
A
land
with
bright,
bracing a i r ; a coast
SARSAPARILLA.
Hall was appropciately trimmed, and probably have not met your daughter.” j
Leaving Lincoln’s Wharf, Boston, every TUESDAY
GERANIUMS.
iron-bound and full of wonders. A
and FRIDAY, at 5 I*. M.
marching and music enlivened the occasion.
“ A n’ you mean to tell me L a v in y :
Leaving
Bangoreverv
MONDAY
and
THURSDAY,
T lie G reat B lo o d P u rifier, land that reminds us in a measure of
Mrs. Ricker was surrounded by a number
55 For THREE of the best and fastest selling
at 10 A. M.
>gj
Tbc Geraniums are the most useful plants of other aged inmates and received con ain’t livin’ with you?”
O HOOKS EVER PUHLISHKI*. A gents re p o rt 8:i t o
Leaving Bucksport even* MONDAY nnd THURSthe city that hath no foundation where
“ Living with me ! 1 should hope not 2a 5 1$10 a clay profits. Men or women wanting sure
DAY, at 12.30*P. M.
in cultivation, and the mast popular. gratulations and presents with dignity and
K id n ey R em ed y and M ild
there is “ no n ig h t;” for here during
paying
business
should
not
lose
this
chunce
to
«•Leaving
Rockland
every
MONDAY
and
THURS
5* t-ure Territory. Remember best terms and
Wherever we go. where plants are grown, pleasure. An appropriate poem, entitled indeed. I have a wife—”
DAY, for Boston, about *5 P. M. Leaving Rockland
I T T H E D G E AY. II., Druggist and IU-al«
some portion of the year, the sun never
in any pan of the civilized world, in the “ Eighty-five To-day,” written for the oc
“ Yes, I s’pose you have, an’ she’s !■«
u PEOPLE WILL BUY. Send for C ircular at
L a x a tiv e.
for Bangor and intermediate landings, every WEDNES
Patent medicines. 331 Main St.
sets,
and darkness falls n o t.— The A r
DAY
and
SATURDAY,
about
5
A.
M.
humble, little garden, in the latticed win casion by one of the inmates, was read.
too stuck up for any use. W hen I «^
1). L. GUERNSEY, P ub.,
other line offers cheaper rates, or better passen
E R R IL L , EDW ARD, AVholcsale and Retail gerNo
gosy.
dow of the thatched cottage, in splendid
Cl Cornhill S t, Boston, Mass., or Concord, N. II.
accommodations; staunch, comfortable ami reliable
SHAKER SARSAPARILLA SYRUP injour
Druggist, Cor. Main and Lime Rock Sts.
A bill has recently passed both brt.ncbcs tended store for Squire Green, I lived steamers. Passengers for Boston have a full night’s
palace grounds, and national gardens,
rest, arriving early in the morning, thus nypiding mid practice, and having examined the formula by which
everywhere do we find the Geranium, at of Congress which changes the boundaries at his house and was jes’ like one of the I night changes, and the long railroad rld^ineident to it is prepared, would cheerfully recommend it to the
A ROMANTIC STORY.
once useful and beautiful and entirely eclips of the customs districts in this State. If family '• an’ I guess my Laviny comes |
community as the cheapest, safest and most efficacious
ing by its mass of bloom and brilliant col takes certain towns, plantations ami town of as good stock as any of your lot, if
Tickets sold on each steamer for Portland, L<
of all the preparations of Sarsaparilla in the market.
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
The
New York Evening Post tells
oring Us more aristocratic and costly neigh ships lying on the line of tlie E. & N. A. yon are better oil’ll some of us other
Its
highly
concentrated
state,
(there
being
in
a
given
all Western and Southwestern points, and baggn:
bors. They not only bear beautiful flowers Railway, from what is called the Eastport folks.”
_______ more W idely or F avorably
checked through.
amount of Syrup twice tlie amount of Vegetable Ex- this romantic s to ry : Many years ago
but tlie foliage of many varieties is almost and Houlton Districts, and adds them to
' Horse Ca
“ B u t madam, you don’t understand, ii i- rupui in relieving, q u ick in curing. F
rm\ skill amt i a young man ntaile his appearance in
tract
that
any
other
contains),
tin
leaving there eve
um atism , K idney Affect it
ns handsomely colored as the flowers; the the Bangor District, tints giving Collector None of my clerks jlive with me, and
cleanliness of its manufacture, are s
guarantees of S tratford, O ut., and passed a few weeks
and'p"tins generally. It is the tin
ton, including Ei
leaves of some are loaded with the sweetest Smith greater jurisdiction. Iiangor will
•lyAll freight must be accompanied by Bill of Lading its purity and effect. T. R. CROSBY, M. D., W. D. at tlie tavern which then existed to af
of perfumes, while still others are of the be the port of entry nnd delivery, and I am not acquainted with many of
in duplicate.
BUCK, M. D., S. BUXTON, M. D., .1. S. ELLIOT, ford shelter to stage coach travellers.
O. A. KALLOCH, Agent.
most elegant forms, and make a bolter sett- Frankfort and Hampden ports of delivery. them. Xo doubt your (laughter is a
6000 NEWS FOR TRAVELERS TO OR FROM EUROPE.
M. I)., JAMES BABB, M. D., /. COLBURN, M. I).,
3S~ Agent’s office at the Depot on Tillson’s Wharf. M. G. J . TEWKSBURY, M. D., A. G. FRENCH, Whence lie came, and what was his
i ng for a button hole bouquetjtban any other Last year the duties colectcd on imported very estimable young lady, b u t you see
articles at Yanceboro amounted to 930,- our business is not exactly like Squire
Rockland, Jan. 1881.
6
leaf known.
M. D., JOSIA1I CROSBY, M.D., A.G. GALE, M.D., business, none could guess. Directly
000,
all
of
which
will
now
be
credited
to
For constancy of bloom the Geranium is
W ill, on and a fte r W ednesday, D ecem ber 1st, j ] j Furni
opposite the tavern stood the small
Green’s ”
JAMES A. GREGG, M. D.
SAIL FROM
unequaled; small plants that can be bought the oflice in Bangor.
Those who have failed to be beneflttcd by other Sar- cottage and forge of a blacksmith
“ I should say not,” interrupted the ItOSTGN, every T ltfltS
D A V . f.,r T.IVE1SP001.
saparilias should not fail to make a single trial of this
very cheap, if put ont in May, will com
indignant old lady ; “ Squire Green al via Londonderry, ollering superb accommodation t*»
Blood Purifying and Life Invigorating Compound of named Folsom, lie had a daughter
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pletely fill a bed in three weeks after plant THE LORD MAYOR OF LONDON.
Cabin Passengers, at moderate rates. Kind treatment
Shaker Sarsaparilla, Dandelion, Yellow Dock, Man who was the beauty of tlie village, and
ters knowed who was . tendin’
T H E FA V O R ITE
drake, Black Cohosh, Garget, Indian Hemp, and the
.. for
. , him. and comfort for Steerage Passengers is made a specialty
ing and early in June will be a mass of
Berries of Juniper and Cubeb, combined with Iodide it was her fortune to captivate the heart
I le dldn t run things 111 n o slipshod way by this Line. i bitwar.l and Prepaid Tickets an low as
flowers, and continue getting better! and
AVr
of Potassium made by tho Society.
There is nn open space before tlie mis like you ’pear to. It’s my opinion you’il
STEAMER
LEWISTON,
of tlie young stranger. lie told his
better until blackened by the frosty nights erable front which Guildhall presents to the
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of autumn. While other plants are wilting world, nnd this, as I approached it, was
KRS, Shaker Village, N. 11., and signed by Tlios. Cor love, said he was traveling incog, but.
I7TI-L leave Railroad Wharf, bett, its inventor. Sold everywhere. Inquire for
under the scorching rays of our summer swarming with flocks of pigeons, which al Laviliy a whole week 9 wages jes lik e s Boston, and 2)7 Broadway. N.u York.
in confidence, gave her his real name,
K2 SU.VJ
Portland, every FRIDAY Corbett’s Shakers’ Sarsaparilla.
sun, the Geranium seems to glory in the ternately swept down upon tlie ground and not. I f th at’s Boston folks’ way of ---------------------------- —---------- ----------- .
ening at 11.15 o’clock, or on ursaying he was heir to a large fortune.
• Enclose Stamp for Shaker Manual.
ival of Pullman Express trains
hottest weather. There is such a variation rose into the air. It was strange and pret doin’. I don’t want her to stay here, and
She returned his love, and they were
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedg
in the color of the leaves, that with a few ty to see this multitude of gentle, winged
wick, Ml. Desert, (So. West Harbor, Bar Harbor,)
married a few weeks alter. Tlie stranger
Millbridge, .Tonesport and Maeldasport.
varieties of Geraniums a more artistic and creatures in the very heart of London. I ’m going te r fetch her right straight
R
eturning
,
Leave
Machiosport
every
MONDAY'
told his wife that he must visit New
varied bed can be made than with almost They are not always visible, I was told; back home.”
morning at 4.30, touching at intermediate landings,
Orleans. He did so, and the gossips
And tlie old lady grabbed Iter carpet
arriving at Rockland about •*> o’clock, and Portland
any other flower. The center of a large but like Gog nnd Magog they were an “ in
same evening, connecting with Pullman night train for
of the town made the young wife un
bed may be scarlet, witli light colors around
Boston.
They brought at once to mind bag and started
.
. down
. . . .to find, Laviny
..
or a few rows on the border may be of the stitution.”
happy by disagreeable hints and jeers.
Passengers will not he disturbed until morning,
the flocks that Hilda watches from Iter tow- ;ul( take iter out of the store before the
unless wishing to take Pullman Train. Trains leave
silver-leaved kinds. Indeed, we have seen er window, in Hawthorne’s Roman ro concern should fail up.
In a few months the husband retu rn ed ;
next day for Boston at 8.45 a. m., nnd 1 p. m.
delicate and intricate patterns formed of mance. But not only the pigeons favored
UN FERMENTED
Steamers leave for Boston at 7 p. m. daily.
but before a week had elapsed he rp The LEWISTON connects at Rockland with SAN T1HERE i
Geraniums alone in some of the celebrated me. There was a little crowd before tile
nil Li FE
ceived
a large budget of letters, and
FORD
S.
S.
CO.
STEAMERS
for
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nnd
Riv
gardens of F.nrope.
'A ltltA N I) & SPEAK, Flour, Co:
landing*,. v. rv SATURDAY
;ing. Going West than MALT BITTERS, prepared by the MART BIT told liis wife ho must at once return
hall, nnd some commotion; the reason of
Wishing mid Willing.
The single varieties are, perhaps, the which proved to lie that on that day tlie
ronnn-la MONDAYS for
TKRS
COMPANY
from
Vo
fermented
Malt
and
Hops'
For
further
particulars
rjuire
of
J.
I*.
WISE,
Ag’t.
to
England,
and must go alone. He
most useful for lawn beds, and these range Lord Mayor visited the hall in state. He
Rockland, Jan. 5 , 1R81.
It is a Perfect Renovator of feeble and exhausted con- took his departure, and tlie gossips had
Vitalizes and E nriches the rilo.nl, Tone3
Wishing won’t do much for any one
in color from scarlet to white. As tbc plants was just coming out, nnd I saw him ascend
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up
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e
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,
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are quite tender, they shonld not be put in his great, yellow, gilded coach, in which in the world. There arc a g reat numthe muscles, qniets the nervs, perfects diges another glorious opportunity to make a
Strong-, B uilds up th e B rokenRockland and Vinalhaven. hardens
to the ground until there is no danger was a man wearing an enormous fur cap. j her of dreamers and visionaries, people
tion, cheers tho mind, and vitalizes with new life every confiding woman wretched. To all but
down, Invigorates tho
from frosty nights. The plants should beset which made him look like that domestic who p u t on the “ wishing cap,” and de
fluid
of
the
body. It is so, because it strikes at tho herself it was a clear case o f desertion.
FALL A R R A N G E M E N T !
so that when grown they will entirely con instrument whilom used for washing win- sire all sorts o f nice tilings to come to
root of all debility—ENFEEBLED DIGESTION and The wife bcarac a mother, and for two
ceal the ground.
IMPOVERISHED BROOD. Bold everywhere.
On and after M onday, Nov. l f t t h ,
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dows,
railed
a
pope’s-hend.
A
huge
straight
|
them.
They
expect
gold,
silver
and
all
years lived on in silence and hope. By
The double Geraniums have been much
sword was thrust out of one of tlie windows ■sor)s 0f n ;Ce things to come and drop
the end of th at time a letter was re
improved of late years, and we now of
Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen
tho carriage. The coach started, and a I. . .
__ __
ceived by the Stratford beauty from
have them of as many colors as the single, tall footman in a gorgeous light bine livery j .
riLT,
leave
Carver’s
nnrbor,
eral Debility, N euralgia, Fever
. .. ’ P*
’ .
•' ‘ j) mis”
Vinalhaven, daily,(Sundays
and for catling, better. The white varie sprang after it. and, mounting it as j t !taken. ^ Jslies won t do much for any
iter husband, directing her to go a t once
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
cpted,) nt 7.30A.M. RETURNties are apt to turn pinkish in the snn. moved, took his place beside another being ; one. I ho only way to get any tiling is
■INO, Will leave Rockland, (Tillto New York with her child, taking
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
on Wharf,) nt 2 o’clock, I \ M.
which|is quite true of both single and double, of like splendor, and his " lordship ” was not to sigh for it with a wish, but to
nothing with her but the clothes she
Humors, Female Com
•'areeach way. 75 ce n ts; com m utation ticket*
and this, in hot, dry weather, causes peo driven off. It seemed to me that a man of j work for it with a will. That is the
wore, and embark in a ship for home in
(20 fares,) 8 1 ‘-3.00 ,
1 R I K & C O .,
plaints, Liver Com
ple sometimes to think their plants are not any sense must be very glad to get out of
/ and Fishermen
G.
A.
SAFFORD,
Agent,
Rockland.
England.
On her arrival in New York,
w
ay
;
and
the
only
way.
The
working
plaint, Rem ittent
true toname.The newer varieties of double such a vehicular gimerack as that, and to
UEX.t. I.AN'K, Ag.iil, flnalhaven.
a
she found a vessel splendidly furnished
November, ISM).
Geraniums bear very large trusses, and en rid himself of sucli a preposterous compan man knows that. He knows th a t wish
Fever, and
with every convenience aud luxury for
dure the snn as well as the single.
ion as the man with tlie pope’s-head. I es won’t manufacture daily bread for
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
The Geraniums make excellent winter wondered how they could sit in the conch him. H e goes out to work with a stout
'iter comfort, and two servants ready to
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
blooming plants, if not kept too w arm ; but nnd look at oach other without laughing. heart, and earns a day’s wages with a
obey every wish th a t site might express.
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
, Fancy Goods and
for this purpose shonld be grown in pots ail Nothing could lie more out of place, more day’s labor. A scholar docs not ex
They duly arrived in England, and the
Of THE SYSTEM.
summer, and the buds picked off as they incongruous, than this childish masquerad
Stratford girl became mistress of a
appear, or plants grown from cuttings in ing seemed to lie with English common pect to excel and get the highest prize
m ansion: and, as the wife of a baronet,
w ithout intense toil. You m ust work
September.
sense, and with the sobriety and true dig with a will if you would get anything
was
sainted by the aristocracy as Lady
For the purpose of improving this valua nity befitting such an official person as tlie
Ts it not to your interest (o buy onr
Samuel Stirling. On the death of her
ble class of plants we have grown thou mayor of the city of London. But I was told worth having. But it is astonishing
CKERM AN, IS., Merchant Tailor. Cutting t
Paint , which, when mixed with equal parts of oil will
order. Shirt Patterns Cut. 302 Main street.
J
sands from seed, some of them very desira that the people of I.ondon rather insist up what an earnest will can do. Poor boys
V igor and New Life into all parts ol the system.
cover wood better, and prove more durable than any husband, many years ago. the Stratford
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its encor
other mixed Paint in the market? The comparison is ltoy succeeded to the title and wealth o f
ble and
on ujis
this uueriio
puerile uaFeiiuuv;
pageantry; turn
and in
that
the Hiat- have become rich men. Ignorant boys
t superior to older sorts. From
. . ,these i viu
hi me
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ing citccts are not followed by corresponding reac
as follows :
Work done j»r
tion, but are permanent.
his fattie r; and in tlie last edition of
rhnwn in n n r
v"r‘et,.es’
« * j tempt of some previous Lord Mayors to have become wise men. Obscure lioys
1 Gall, of o th e r Mixed P ain t,
“ Peerage and Baronetage,” he is
' a 0” I ? blT ! mitigate tbc monstrosity of the •• Lord who were known only in a village have
obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
J
° Ur.fneDdS Ma?or’s show ” (although it is of very come out in the eye of the world, and
spoken
of as the issue of “ Miss Folsom,
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists.
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
. * ’ “ en
admired them to give modern origin) was received witli disfavor.
Differ
t favor of o • Paint,
.S3 o f S tratford, N ortli A m erica.”
United Stales Patent Office, we are able to attend to all
been known far and wide as distinguish
Patent Busincssicith greater promptness and despatch
i
Tintr- lam aAAfi r
r
! nnd had sensibly diminished their ponulari- ed men. They might always have re
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guarantee
this
fact.
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simple
and less cost, than other patent attorneys, who arc at a
1. Str Harry, is a seedling from Gen. ; ty.-F ebruary Atlantic.
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Our P i r e P r e p a r e d P a in t s have been sold during
distance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
Grant, which it resembles m style and habit |
mained in the quiet village but for this
Men often make up in w rath what
FOR 1881.
the past Eight years. Our price has always been ami
to employ “ associate attorneys."®IUe make prelim
of growth. It possesses all the good qaali------------ will continue to be in exact accord with the price of tliev want in reason.
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Strictly
Pure White Read and Pure Linseed Oil, and it
entability, free of charge, and all who are interested
ties of its parent, and, in addition to this, a The Duke of Connaught and the bore them right out of it all into the
(Successor
to
J.
G.
Lovejoy,)
Two
Years
for
the
Price
of
O
n
e
!
is
impossible
for
us
to
compete
in
price
with
inferior
more beaulitnl color. We think this the
Paints any more than Pure White Read can he sold in
wide world atmosphere.
Irishman.
finest bedding Geranium.
competition witli adulterated brands of so-called White
. sentfree, to any address, and contains complete in
“ At a ‘ lycetim ’ in a country town in the
T H E R E P R IN T S OF
Lead which are plentifully offered 2c. per lb. less than
structions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
I will tell you a story of one who
2. Streak of Light. This is a rival of
northern part of this State,” relates a Boston
the
cost of the pure article.
matter.
We
refer
to
the
German-American
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